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All the news that's fit to print.
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HOIKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

*1. PERSONAL ak

ill

NEW

Mr. F. M. Whitlow, of Cadiz, is in
the city. He has just returned from
Casky where he was called by the
illness of his mother-in-law, Mrs. S.
E. Lloyd. Mr. Whitlow reports Mrs.
Lloyd's condition improved, and although she is oyears old her recovery is rapid.

PORT ARTHUR

COUNTY

KENTUCKY

FRIDAY

JULY 15 196 4

HORSES AND MULES

POLITICAL POINTS

RUMORED TO HAVE BEEN pared a statement for publication in WERE NEVER IN CREATER
DEMAND
TAKEN BY JAPS.
his paper announcing that he would
vote for Parker and Davis, but asserting that he would keep up the
fight against -the Wall-street inter-

Some Figures of Interest
Report Lacks Confirmation,
From the Department
As Does Alleged Jap Loss ests" rater the election.
„pf Agriculture.
of 30,000.
Democratic leaders throughout the
work at Madisonville, spent yester-

Ol

dwrinaliss eity.

•

national convention at St. Louis.
(Cablegram.)
LONDON,July 14.—There is pub- Representative John Sharp WilProf. and Mrs. J. B. Taylor have lished this morning a rumor that liams, who left St. Louis Tuesday
returned from St. Louis where they Port Arthur has fallen, but it is dis- for his Lome in Mississippi, expressattended the National Educational credited and lacks confirmation of ed the intention of taking an active
association and the World's Fair.
part in the campaign. He will speak
any sort.
Samuel and William Klein, of
The special dispatches from corre- in the pivotal states.
Hopkiusville, were in the city yesspondents at the seat of war, pubterday visiting their parents, Mr.and
The Republicans of West Virginia,
Mrs. Louis Klein, 81 Union street.— lished in this morning's London
convention at Wheeling Tuesday
in
confirm_
not
newspapers,
do
give
any
Leaf-Chronlcle.
Clarksville
nominated W.0. Dawson for
the
reports
of
night,
of
sensational
Mimi
Mrs. Holt Price and son are in
governor.
Senator Elkins, who preClarksville visiting Mrs. John Ru- Japanese losses of 30,000 at Port Arsided
as
temporary
chairman, deliv,
dolph.
thur. Vieeroy Alexieff gives the reered
an
address
in
which
he referred
authorities
at
St.
Petersport
to
the
Galveston,
Mrs. Emma Lee, of
Texas, is the guest of the family of burg as emanating from -Japanese briefly to the nomination of former
J. S. Wall on S. Virginia street.
sources," but what these sources are Senator Davis by the Democrats for
Mrs. Quinn Moore and Miss Mabel has not been explained. The story
Sisk, of near White Plains are visit- created great excitement in St. Peing Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Tick.
tersburg, and its confirmation or deMr. M. E. Edmondson is spending nisi will be anxiously awaited. The
a few weeks at Dawson. He will be
Yin Kow correspondeat of a London
Joined today by his daughter Mrs. C.
paper says the Japanese were reJ. Sisk.
pulsed with heavy losses in a tight
Mr.0. W.Southall left today for
north of Kai Chou on July 12.
Dawson Springs.

•

Misses Eden and Maria Davison
are in Shelbyville, Tenn., visiting
I
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Tandy.

MAY BE FICHTING.

(Cablegram.)
CHE FOO, July :14—Private adMr. Ed R. Beach, of Clarksville, is
in the city.
ViCeA just received from NewChwang

vice president.

WI..

THE VERN CASE.
,From Thursday's Daily)

Master Earl Rigsby.

The examining trial of Mack Hem,
MI6. Olive Belvedere Rigsby. of who shot and killed his father,James
Bowling Green, is visiting her aunt,
Hero, on July 4th., ie in progress beMrs. G. T. Littlefield.
fore Judge Fowler in the circuit
Mrs. Millard 'I'. Bartley is visiting
court room, and will likely consume
in Cadiz.
most of the day. The defendant took
Mr. J. H. Anderson and daughter
the stand in his own behalf about
are in St. Louis attending the fair.
noon, and said that he shot his fathigles Mabel Atk bison left yesterday
er because he believed his father was
a
visit
Tenn..
after
for Murfreesboro,
about to draw a weapon with which
to her sister, Mrs. W. H. Faxon.
to
kill him and that he simply acted
Daily.
From Wednesday's
President and Mrs. Edmund Har- in self-defense. Quite a large num
rison, of Bethel Female college, are ber of witneeees were heard this
at Dawson Springs.
morning on behalf of the common•

Mr. Chas. B. Matthews,of Benson, wealth, which is being represented
by County Attorney Anderson. The
Ky., was In the city yesterday.
Col. J. 0. Cooper has returned from defendar t is being represented by
Messrs. Jit11104 Breathitt aid C. H.
a week's stay at Dawrou
Miss Mary C. Younglove ham gone Bush.
to Louisville to visit relatives.
Mr. H. M. Dalton, of Princeton,
Mo., is in the city no business.
Mr. I. F. CatinLII, of Evansville,
is in the city.'

CY .A.111 •11 Cs Xt. X -EL.
The Kind You Hare Always BOti
Bars the
Bignatar•
of

Mr. W. L. Roseitorough, of St.
Louis, representing James F. Ballard Medicine Co., is in the city.
Mr. L. Yonta has returned from a
nre trip to Muhleuburg county.

,

•

Watermelons
Peaches
Apples
Plums
Pears
Tomatoes

BIG STRIKE.

Mrs. George Mimms, of Trenton.
Is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Jesup.
for unskilled labor. Over 45,000 men
Mr. H. C. Locker, of Lafayette,
are directly involved and business
was in the city today an business.
has been temporarily suspended in
Mrs. J. T. Owen, with her daughSt.
Louis, Omaha, Kansas City and
and
ElizaMay
Fannie
ters, Misses
beth Owen, of Nashville, are visiting St. Paul packing houses. Chicago
her father, Mr. W. H. West, on West packers announce their intention to
Seventh street.
continue in operation. The strikers,
Miss Addle Holenian, of Adairvide, is 'visiting the family of Mr.
W.A. Long.
Mrs. Nick B. Dicken, of Nashville,
is here visiting Mrs. W. H. Elgin
and other relatives.
Mr. John Garnett, of South Christian,is in the city.
Mkt Lester Stewart, of Nashville,
la visiting the family of Mr. W. A.
I"Paol, 107 Jesup Ave.

WE
HAVE

good nil LI n V,

(Special to New Era.)
CHICAGO, July 18.—A strike inaugurated at noon yesterday by the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters' and
Butcher Workmen's union was the
result of a disagreement over wages

through their president, Michal Donnelly, declare themselves ready to
withstand a year's siege.

Lost His Home.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Mr. J. B. Terry, who resides about
six miles west of Crofton, lost his

residence and its entire contents by
obb Venable returnedihome last fire this morning about 10 o'clock.
Strom Bowling Green after an
He had no insurance on any of his
co of tines weeks, He visited
operty, so the loss will be total.
McCormack.
T.
A.
Dr.
Amity of

horses and mules at the present time
and the small increase indicated
show the importance of the farmers
of the middle South giving more attention to the breeding of animals in
the immediate future than has been

qv
$13.50
ve
Neg
See this if you want something extra strong.

done in the past for years.
The mule breeding interest is con•
fined to a comparatively small area
of the United States, centering chiefly in the middle south, including the

Will make some very close prices on heavy

WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.

states of Alabama, Usorgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas,

We

truck r.-ceivdd
daily

Fruit
Canning
We can furnish
any and
everything needed
for the
business,

ern trade will find his animals in
good demand in that direction, while
the men who breed mules of a lighter type and finer bone., but with
plenty of substance, will find them
in good demand in the regions lying
to the south.
The middle South is well adapted
for the production of the class of
horses and mules that are in the
greatest demand at the present time

also

sell

Buggies

cheaper than anybody

it would take years of systematic
breeding to overstock the market,
Judging front the present demand
for good animals.
In fact, the market will not soon
be overeteCked with good horses and
mules.' It le overstocked all the time
with scrub animals, but the farmer
who has foresight enough to breed
the draft type of mules for the north-

A iid au i Liuds of

House Employes
Quit Their Work.

$12.50 to $27.50.
Some beauties in this shipment. If you want
something extra nice come and see what we
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very serviceable hand-made harness at

increase of 178,688 horses and 28,323
head of mules over the totals given
out in 1903. The good demand for

Parker accepted the result, and will present time insures a good market
make speeches for Edwards.
for mules for eopue time to come,and

.115

Packing

Figures of the. statistician of the
department of agriculture shows an

By a vote of 53 to 2,5 the teachers Tennessee, Kentucky and Missouri.
o
of Laurel county decided that D. C. The largest number of mules are
Edwards should make the race for found in Texas, with Mississippi and
the Republican nomination for con- Missouri second and third.
gress against Dr. Hunter. Capt. Ed
The high price of cotton at the

Mr. Will Cross, of Pembroke, is in indicate that the long-expected haul
town.
between Kai Chou and Ta , Tche
Mr. Arthur Hoge has returned KIESO is now in progress.
from Lima,0.
G. T. Littlefield and little sou,
J. Garland, of this city, who have
been spending the past week in Bowling Green, have returned home accompanied by little Miss Ethel and

We have just received an elegant line of An*
light driving harness. Prices run from

country express themselves as highly pleased with the work of the

Misses R046 Carpenter and Clayton
and Lula Roales have gone to the
home of Mr. Mills Tandy4to visit.
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L IGHT
D RIVING
HARNESS

W. J. Bryan arrived Tuesday at
his home in Lincoln, Neb. He pre.

(From Tuesday's Daily.)
The Rev. I. N. Strother, of Cadiz,
,
spent Monday in the city.
i Mr. Monroe Bullard, who is at

_ERA.

GET OUR PRICES
BEFORE BUYING!

F. A. 70L1

Co.,

THIRTY THOUSAND KILLED AND
WOUNDED BY RUSSIAN MINES.

The people are fully alive to condiST. PETERSBURG, Ju y 13.—A
tions as they exlet ttday, and are despatch from a Russian correspontaking full advantage of the present dent at Mukden says the Japanese
situation.
attacked Russian positions near Port

TEDDY'S NEGROES
Mad Because White Barber
Wont Shave Them.

that his torpedo boats attacked the
Russian guard ship at Port Arthur
on the night of July 11, but the result has not been ascertained beyond
Arthur on the night of July 11, and the fact that the torpedo boats re-were repulsed with enormous losses. turned intact.
The despatch says the Japanese
Reports from the land operations
lost not lees than 30,000 killed or indicate that the Russian forces are
wounded by the explosion of Rus- still retreating and that the Japasian mines. The story is not con- nese accupation of New Chwang
firmed.
probably will take place at an early
Admiral Toga reports to Tokio date.

(Special to New Era)
OYSTER BAY, N. Y., July 18-President Roosevelt is a friend of

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

Booker T. Washington and is trying
to elevate the colored race, and I
look to him for sympathy in a personal affair like this."
Pacing to and fro in his little study
the Key. James Gaskin, pastor of
the African M. E.church here, made

tRannant Salc

•
•
•
this statement and waxed wroth over
•
the refusal of Oyster Bay's tonsorial.•
1st,
David Newport, to shave him.
The Rev. Gaskin entered the barber shop of Mr. Newport and asked

•

All Remnants
of Matting on Sale next
THURSDAY.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

to be shaved. Newport declined,
arguing that to do so would mean
failure of his business. He gave as
his reason the Rev. Gaskin's color.
"There is a population of 600 ne-

:All 25c, 30 and 35ci

WIT.
Cooper
& E.
—Phones—
umberland 116 Home 111.

•

Mattings at 121c.

groes here," explained the angry
parson today. "There are followers

!All 15c and 20c Mat—:

of mine and belong to my church.
They are greatly incensed over the

•

insult and I am doing my beet to
•
keep them down. If they should at•

tack the barber shop it would be•
against my wish.
"It's a public outrage for

•
a barber•

In President Roosevelt's own village
to refuse to shave a gentleman and a
man of culture, even if he is colored.

ing at 10c.

1
•

Lengths 2 to 18 yards

:

•

I T. M. Jonesj
9
ili•••••••••••••••••••••••••

enees,:enncre

.e,

•reiwiew*"1

NO DAYS Of GRACE

TAKEN TO ASYLUM

Take
Courage

.;
7.4p 04.e
lThi1

MONEY DUE NOW ON
. There is no di..
DATE SPECIFIED.
pnting the fact that

man's heart is often
reached through the
geossach. Happy the housewife who can
,pleas, her busNind's appetite with well
cooked food for the table. Many a man
pouchy, ugly, nervous, suffering from is
tress after eating, heart palpitation, anddisall
through the overworked stomach.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
which help, the digestion of food in the
atoessch, assists the blood in taking up
the
elements from the food, helps the
into activity, thereby throwing out
the poisons in the blood and vitalizing the
'Whole system. This assimilation helps
in
the oridation of the red blood corpuscles,
the poisons in the system are
ted,
the heart gets the right kind ofelimina
blood and
person feels Invigorated and stronge
Consequence. As a tissue. builder it isr
preferable to cod liver oil or any alcoholic compounds or wake, because It gives
the blood and the tissues the food elements
they require and maintains a persou'a
watritioaiu:r7 enabling him to gat, retain,
assimilate nutritious food.
the gastric irritability and
of indisestioa. Because of the
*Atli from using Dr. Pierce's Golden
Discovery upon nutrition and the
bending up of the tissues, catarrh, consumption, weakness or debility and symptoms of fever, night- sweats, headach
es,
etc., disappear.
al believe that it is generally.coucecled that
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical

New Law Makes Other Important Changes In Banking Methods.

=

1Piteteo
r ssts

The negotiable instrument bill,
passed by:the last session of the Kentucky Legislature, has gone into effect, ard all papers signed hereafter will be due on the date specified, the three days of grace which
which have been customarily granted by banks and individuals in this
state has been abolished. Tbe bill

FLASH

YOUNG CERULEAN
IS INSANE.

THE

NEWS
across the world
that it may be
‘i
seen bysuff
aering humanity every.

a

a

a

Life Plant

the most marvelous medical discovery the world has ever known, will
quickly and permanently cure
RHEUMATISM, CALARRH and
al BLOOD 1)1sEASEn—It strikes at
the very root of the disease—by
driving the poison from the blood—
and replacing it with pure rich blood
—DISEASE can not EXIST when
the BLOOD is PURE. LIFE PLANT
mahee it so, then nature does
her
part and disease is soon forgotten in
the enjoyment of perfect health.
Our guarantee is—NO CURE NO
PAY,

MAN

Two Patients Come to The
Institution From Warren

If you are naturally not as strong as your
more fortunate
sisters, and for this reason experience dread
rather than joy at
the prospect of becoming a mother, take courag
e and assurance
from this fact: Mother's Friend is meant for
you, and by its
use you may pass through that glorious martyrdom
which is
yours by divine right with no more discomfort than
that experienced by
those who by nature are possibly more adapted for the
role of motherhood.

„

County.

Charley Brashear, a young man
whose home is in Cezulese, was adjudged insane in the Trigg circuit
court and brought to the asylum yesterday. He is a son af John W.
Braehear.
Mrs, Annie Smith, wife of Ben
Smith, a tenant on the farm of John
N. Loving, was tried and adjudged
a lunatic this morning before Judge
Drake and sent to the Hopkinsville

is a liniment of proven merit, and its great worth
can be no
better attested to than by the countless strong and healthy
children who through its kindly offices have entered this
world unhandicapped by any deformity or weakness.
It
is a liniment which by external application acts upon the
abdominal muscles and permits of a painless parturition.
BRADFIELD RIOULATOR DO., A7LAI
TB, ELL

Bat Or 1101111101111

which went into effect provides also
that all notes made payable at any
bank shall be considered equivalent
Mrs Chas. Mooch, of Fifth Pq.,
Capital Paid In.. .10100.000.00
New
to an order on the bank for the pay- Philadelphia, O., saym --Vo
r three 'mina,.
ssyltnn.
I bad rheumatism In n very
Discovery is the
never.
form.
medicine for• man to take sufferin
Surplus
My felt were so badly sivolian t,t
.. 30,000.00
from ment of the obligation on the aci bey
She wants to be going all the time
, kidney trouble, or say of theg agilefelt as II .
•,n oSed,l,a.
tiona resulting from overwork or neglecti
count of the largest debtor. That is Could walk out,, with great difficul
ng a
ty
aid
and
can
not
cold,. writes J. Russell Hill of 2 Barrie Street.
be kept at he me and
severe pain. 'the pi.11) Was no severe
as
Henry C. Gant.
Ontario, Recording Secretary Timm- alto a decided departure in
many sleep. as pours lit ,
President
banking toffee
imagines she is rich and wants to
Z
lifitVirights' Federation League of Kingsto
was great miaow ei
n.
union
rine
no
re.
J. E McPherson,
"l have used it several times during
methods, as most of the notes are Oaf until I look 1.II.P: PLAN to Two
the
pint
•
Cashier
buy large quantities of everything.
Am years and have always found that it gave
bottles clred inv. 1 cilziu,,i Lay too
H L McPherson,
Mie immediate relief. • It =pea emend.*
much for it.
uric made payable in some bank, and
- Asst Cashier
acid in the system, due to improper
She
also
imagi
that
nes
some
one
i-ItO.
is
digestio
ONLY
n.
HY
'relieves the kidneys (ram congestion,
drives formerly none would have considered
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
headache and backache away. induces appetite
after her trying to kill her and has
and tones up the general system. I consider
Ws solicit the aecounte of Firms. Corpor
makin
CANTO
g
N
the
o
payment without an adit
ations and Individ
threat
a bee remedy for young or old men,
ened to take her own life,—
sure to
eretnising prompt. coerteous treatment
build sp•ran-down condition of the system.
all, and every
ditional order from the debtor' Ken*
accommodation, consistent with conservativeto
Bow ling Green News.
banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or makin
tucky is the twenty-fifth state in the Sunday
g any change
School Convention.
in existing relations, woald be glad to corres
pond with you.
union to abolish the days of grace.
'P. S Wells was brought to the
and the section of the negotiable inThe State Sunday School conven- asylum from Warren county yester
strument act which makes the rul- tion will meet at Henderson
August day by Bud Stahl. He is a son of the
ing read as follows: "Every nego- 24 to 26. Every Sunda school
y
will Rev. Washington Wells, a promitiable instrument is payaule at the send delegates to the couveu
tien nent preacher in that county. Wells
time fixed therein, without grace. and a splendid program
will be ar- wife died several years ago and he
When the day of maturity falls eti ranged. Marian Lawre
nce. secre- joined the United States army and
Sunday or on a holiday, the instru tary of the Internationa
l Sunday' was vationsd iii Montana. He re
ment is payable on toe next succee
d - school association, will be preeent. turned some time ago aid his mind •
lug business day." The practice
in and will be one of the principal hag since bee!' uti balanced.
the past has been to pay such a note
speakers. Everybedy interested in
on the day before they matured.
this work is requested to lend all the
Joe Bell, an
neg,0 Who has for
• dalb
Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- aid possible and to attend the con- some years been an inmate of the
county poor house, was adjudged inera and Diarrhoea Remedy. vention.
sane by County Judge Lightfoot this
...a
-This remedy is certain to be needed
morning and ordered taken to the
Brutally Tortured.
in almost every home before the
A case came to light that for per- asylum at Hopkinsville. R ib Wilksummer is over. It can always be
sistent and unmerciful torture has ins, keeper of the poor farm, was
depended upon even in the most
severe and dangerous cases. It is. es perhaps never been equalled. Joe deputized to take him to the asylum
With a good cook beok for a
The old negro fell in a fit several
pecialiy valuable for summer disor- Golobick of Colusa,Cal., writes:
-For
guide will make good bread
ders t1 children. It is pleasant to 16 years I
days
ago and has since been ineane.
endur
ed
insufferable pain
if she uses
take and never fails to give prompt
Lately he became dangerous.—Parelief. Why not buy it now? It from rheumatism and nothing erePERFECTION
may save life. For sale by L. L. lieved me though I tried everything ducah News-Democrat.
known. I came across , Electric Bit
, FLOUR
tern and its the greateel medicine on One Lady's RecommendaiThe very best cook.all k Low
L.& N. Earnings
earth for that trouble. A few boules
this and they insist upon
tion Sold Fifty Boxes of
having PERFECTION,
of it completely relieves and cured
Chamberland's StomThe Louisville & Nashville shows
nothing else will do. If you
me." Just.. good for liver and kidach and Liver Tablets.
gross earnings of $86,872,246 for the ney troubles
knew its. we no, from be:and :general debility.
I have, I believe, sold fifty boxes
year ended in June, an increase
ginning to end, you would
of Only 60c: satisfaction guaranteed by of Chamberlain'
s Stomach and Liver
do the same. You may make
L L Elttin and Cook & Higgins.
$1,422,888 compared with 1908.
Tablets on the recommendation of
nue
mistakes sometimes but you
a.
one lady here,
Will be as near right as you
:Cheerfully Recommended Daughters Of Confederacy. of them about who first bought a box
a year ago. She nevcan get to be if you order
for Rheumatism.
The Daughters of the Confederacy er tires of telling her neighbors and
PERFECTION and take
0(1. Higbee, Danville, Ille writes,
nothing else.
are requested to meet at Hotel Lath- friends about the good qualities of
Dec. 2, 1901: "About two years ago
these tablets.—P. M. SHORE. Drugam
tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. gist,
DO IT NOW.
I was laid up four months with rheu
Rochester, Ind. The pleasant
madam. I tried Ballard's Snow Lin- A full attendance is desired.
purgative effect of these Tablets
•
iment; one bottle cured me. I can
makes them a favorite with ladies
Safeguard the Children. everywhere. For sale by L. L.
cheerfully recommend it to all suffElNotwithstanding all that is done gin.
ering from like affliction." 26c, ikc,
$1 00. Sold by Ray & Fowler.
by boards of health and charitably
•
(INCORPORATED.)
Many Children are Sickly. •
•
inclined persons, the death rate
•
among email children is very high
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for •••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••
during the hot weather of the sum- Childree, used by Mother Gray, a
mer months in the large cities. There nurse in Childten's Home, New
is not probably one case of bowel York, cure Feverishness, Headache,
:idney Trouble Sakes You Miseraine complaint in a hundred, however. Summer Bowel Disorders, Stomach
that could not be cured by the timely Troubles, Teething, Disorders. and
A,most everybody who reads ,ne neso use of Chambe
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
rlain's Colic. Cholera Destroy Worms. At all druggists.
itcpers is sure to know of the wondert-..
Primary, Preparatory and Collegia
cures macie by Dl and Diarrhoea remedy. For sale by Sample mailed FREE. Address, Alte Depts.
L. L. Elgin.
len S. Olmsted, LeRoy, New York.
Select school fer Young Ladies and Girls. Thoro
Kilrner
'
S SWarrID-ROCI
training under helpful influences. Write for information and a catalough
the great kidney, byt
eue.
and bladder remedy.
Dollar Wheat.
11.11=1.1111111111111101111111110
Opens September I.
EDMUND HARRISON, President
It is the great mcio
Digests what roar oat.
Restores Straw Hats to
cal triumph of the our.,
The local union of the American
teenth century: c:i
Natural Color. Will not
t covered after years c society of equity
held a very enthusLU Jcientific research
trim ye;low arid rot the
Dr. Kilmer, the en.- iastic meeting in this city 'Vednes- ...tent kidney and Liac day. The attend
ance was good and
straw
most clt aners
-ter specialist, and
wonderfully successful in promptly cur.r several new members were added
.
ame back, eldney, bladder, uric acid trot_
dies and Bright•s Disease, which td the. wort The union decided to use every means
icirm of kidney trouble.
in its power to get $1 per bushel for
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is r1L1 rec
the present crop of wheat. They are
trnrnended:lor everything but if you have
ley, liver c t bladder trouble it will be foui
at work in earnest and if ether unions
ust the remedy you need. It has beer'etc
this section will work along the
in
in to many ways, in hospital work,'n priwct
dractice, among the helpless to poor
same line there is no doubt as to the
ohase relief and has proven so suormssiu,
. Another meeting will be held
Can clean any straw hat every case that a special arrangemeet ha result
beer made by which all readers of ihis pee< July 9, to which everyone is invited.
in five minutes2—simp1e rho have not already tried it,
Interesting stock Show Rings in the 40,, Great Arra
may
- —Pembroke Journal.
y of Running, Trotting
application—no experi- sample bottle sent free by mail, also ae•ve
Morning.
1,
telling More about Swamp-Root and how I
Pacing Races.
Plies
ence need as full direc- find
Upon Top of Plies.
out if you have kidney or bladder troub
Piles upon top of piles of people
tions are on each pack When writing mention'reading this generee
offer in this paper and
nave thePiles, and DeWitt's Witch
age. Guaranteed as above send
your address to
Hazel Salve cures them. There art Kemp's Wild e'Vein n,.ow and Indian Congress,
Mlle Zeralto in her Headf
oremost Dive into a Shiastated.
Dr. Kilmer & Co.,Singmany diff -rent kinds of Piles, but if The Five Flying Baldwine in their Sensational Aerial
low Tank of Water.
hamton. N. Y. The
Casting Acts.
you get the genuine and original
Hick & Delarmo in their
reps ar fifty cent and Rome of swamp-Root Witch Hazel Salve
Skillful and Laughable
made by E. C. Dare Levil Conley in his Flight on a Bicycle Down a 1
Revolving Ladder Act.
loose sizes are sold by all good druggis
Steep Inclined Ladder.
DeWitt le Co. of Chicago, a cure is
Trick and Fancy Bicycle
ts.
Ridin
other Acts Too Numerous to g by the Great "Rube'
Don't make any mistake, hut re certain. H. A. Tisdale, of Summer- Oma,the World's Greatest Juggler.
Mention.
member the name, Swamp-Roo
ton,
S.
ORI
t'
says:
GIN
he
CA.
"I
AL
had
RRI
piles
E
NAT
t.:0
t, Dr.
ION of SMASHING
years and DeWitee Salve cured me NV ill positively delive
KlIreer's Swamp-Root, and the adFAME,
first
and second day and nignt of each fair.
r a lecture On the
dress, leinghampton, N. Y.. on
The chance
every after everything else failed." Sold
see and hear the most talked of woman in America and her
bottle.
hy it. C. elardwick.
historic hatchet. No extra of a life time to
charge.
MAIN AND NINTH sTs,
•
Someth
Thri
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•
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To Our
!Farmer Friends(

W e put out and sold one hundred
and
• three Binders and Mowers. These were
• the McCormick and
•
Deering. It is a
• good showing and we thank
our farmer
•
• friends for it.
• We are pleased to see you actso wise
•
show yotir wisdom again and buy
• Now
your WAGONS from us. We have all
competitors beat on
i
GOOD WAGONS
I
• as we have them beat on binders
and
:mowers. So come and purchase a good
• wagon. We have them. Your friends,
•

A GOOD
COOK

Fowicrs
Straw Hat
Cleaner

!Planters Hardware Co,,•

•

r•

Da YOU GET tir
WITH A LAME BACK

Bethel Female College

it

Kodel Dyspepsia Cure

Unparalleled Presentation of New Features.

Three Great

PRICE
MN CENTS

AND RACE MEETINGS.

SUTHRIEitgav: MADISONVILLE iv::
72 EVANSVILLE gtga-,!.

and

20--Twenty Free Acts Daily in Front of Grand Sta
nd--20

Ray &Fowler
PHONE

226.

Don't Cet Footsore! Cet Allen's Foot-Ease.

CASTOR
IA
Childr

A wonderful powder that cores
For Infants and
tired, achinn, sweating feet and
makes new or tight shoes easy. Ask
today for Allen's Feet-Ease. Accep
Bears the
t
no substitute. Trial package aREE,
c7.4i8itatuse of
Address A. S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N.Y

en.

ing
lling Going On All the Time.l. No
Tiresome Waits.
Delightful Concerts by Prof. Buroker's Famous Cowboy
Band of Fifteen Pieces

NOVELTY ENTERTAINMENT AT
NIGHT
Grounds Brilliantly Illuminated With Myriads of
Electric Lights.
1..r4de Under the Management of C. C. Givens, G. W. Rash and
J. A. Francewatsi

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Li

•1104,•••7--,..

CONCIIITHATORT MESSAGES FOR NCEPTS THE GALL AyersPills
BUCKINGHAM'S
THE DEMOCRATIC STANDARD BURR

The great rule of health—
Keep the bowels regular.

And the great medic
Ayer's Pills.
•°-

EXTENDED

Bald? Scalp shiny and thin?
Then it's probably too late.
You neglected dandruff. It
you had only taken our advice, you would have cured

PRESBYTIE

flair Vigor,

(Special to New Era)
ESOPUS, N. Y., July 11.—Judge
Alton B. Parker spent a quiet Sunday at Rosemont. He was prompt
in his departure for church at KingsI have used Aver's Hair Vigor for over 4O
Tann. I am now at years old and have% heavy
ton. He drove witb Mrs. Parker.to
rOwth of rich brown hair due. I .1.1,k. Into Agas
e..li
szlrIHn
A
the Episcopal Mission Church of the
lari;E. He .'e% Ille,
Holy Cross at Kingston, of which
fa_
for wsw 1 iseigalk his son-in-law, Rev. Charles M.Hall,
Is rector. Itir. Hall has been attendbig the St. Louis convention and in
his absence Rev. Dr. Edward Cooper,
rector of the Church of St. John the
Divine, at Haahbrouck Heights. N.
J., conducted the services. Judge
Parker assisted in taking up the col-

Good Hair'
W HMO

IN
woo
.BUSINESS

FOR MYSELF!

1

•

HAVE resigned my position with Hardwick's jewelry store and am now located
In Armistead. Drug Store,
where I am prepared to do all
kinds of Wateh and Jewelry
Repairing and at reasonable
prices.
If you wish to purchase a
watch or any other article of
jewelry see me before closing
the deal as I can save you
money on anything In the
jewelry line.

W. H. OLVEY,

ST.

Want your moustache or beard
&beautiful brown or rich black? Us

IAN CHURCH.

Other Candidates Applaud Choice of Convention and
Promise Him Their Heartiest Support, Predicting
Rev. Dr. Fog rtie Will be InSuccess In the Coming Campaign.
stalled W en Presbyterie Act.

the dandruff,saved your ha.
and added much to it.
not entirely bald, now Is youl
Opportunity. Improve it.

PliOlvev

BY 9TH

lection.
Thousands of telegrams and messages of congratulation are pouring
In at the Parker home.
Senator Francis Marion Cockrell,
'oho was a candidate for the presidential nomination, wires from Warrensburg, Mo.:
"I tender you my sincere congratulations and will heartily labor for
your election."
Another candidate, Mayor George
B. McClellan, of New York City,
sent the following despatch:
"All Democrats will work enthusiastically for the election of a candidate in whom they have such confidence. Accept my sincere and hearty
congratulations."
Edward C. Wall, Wisconsin's candidate for president before the Dern°ratio national convention, sent the
following message to Judge Parker:
"Please accept my hearty congratulations on your nomination by the
Democratic convention for president.
No one will strive harder to secure
your election thar I. l'here is a reasonable prospect of your receiving
the electoral vote of Wisconsin. You
can rely upon every Democrat in the
state doing his full duty to achieve
that result."

gratulatory messages came from every part of the United States. Mr.
Davis attended services with his
daughter, Mrs. Lee, at the Memorial
Presbyterian church, whose build:
ing was a gift from him to the congregation. He positively refused to
make any statement for publication,
laughingly remarking that he had
hardly had time yet to find out that
he was a candidate for vice president.

Nature "makes all things beautiful in their time." Every one of life's
season's when life moves on Nature's
lines, has its own charm and beauty.
Many women dread that period when
they must experience change of life.
They fear that face and torm may
suffer by the change, and that they
may fail to please those whom they
love. The value of Doctor Pierce's
Favorite Prescription in this crisis
of woman's life lies in the fact that
it assists Nature. Its use preserves
the balance and buoyancy of the
mind and sustains the physical pewere. Many women have expressed
their gratitude for the help and comfort given by "Favorite Prescription"
in this trying period. Its benefits are
not passing but permanent and conduce to mental happiness as well as
physical strer.gth.

WALTER CAMPBELL

The congregation of the N luth—
street Presbyter!IIn Church received
notice from Rev. Jas. E. Fogartie D.
D., of his intention to accept the call
extended to him by this church July
3rd, and he wil; be Installed as pastor as soon as the two presbyteries
can act on the call.
The presbytery; of Nashville will
be called to meet in about two weeks
to transfer his membership from that
presbytery to the presbytery of Muhlenburg.
The latter presbytery will then
meet an receive Dr. Fogartie and
place the call in his hands.
Arrangements will then be made
for his installation as pastor of this
church by the presbytery at the same
meeting.
Dr. FogarLie will take charge as
pastor-elect at once and his family
will move into this parsonage as soon
as the church can obtain posseselon
of the house.
This church is to be congratulated
on securing so btrong a pastor and
the commanitLisL
__
e4......
ually
. fortunate.

Mrs. Cooch's Death.

Is It
Your
hobby
to rock by day, to rock
by night? If so, nothing is more suitable to meet your wants than our line
of rockers. Artistic, durable and rest giving.

Chairs, Tables, Bedsteads,
Chiffoniers, Etc.,
In plain or elaborate styles at little money prices.
We are ready to stake our reputation ou the quality,
and the price will speak for itself.

KEACH
FURNITURE CO.
Ninth Street, Near Main.

Monuments Aallt faelvitysteatet gireos.rN
Tombstones Iron Fencing
Markers *tir Until further notice I can
be found at F A Yost & Co.. South Main Street

(From Monfiay's Daily.)
Mrs.
Martha Jane Gooch, aged 79
At Armistead's Drug
Is Made General Agent For years, died Sun* afternoon at 11:80
Store.
4
Seven States.
o'clock at the bottle of her daughter,
Ill South Main Street.
Mrs. N. A. Barnett on East Ninth •••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••
Opposite the Opera House.
The Insurance Field says of &formstreet. She had keen a resident of
er Hopkineville boy:
Christian county Itwenty-four :years
"Walter Campbell, of St. Louis,
and had a large circle of devoted
has been appointed general agent of
friends. Funeral. services will be
the Lumber Insurance Company of
held this afternoon at 4 o'clock at
New York for a territory embracing
the late resident," and will be conseven states. The Lumber Fire was
ducted by the Res. Dr. E. L. Southonly recently organized and received
gate. The remaitis will be taken to
Its license in New York a few weeks
Adams, Tenn., for interment in the
ago. It is to enter Missouri and
Toilet Hair Clippers only
family burying ground. Mrs. Gooch
other states at once."
was born Sept. 6, 1824. At an early
The following telegram was sent
age she was married to Dr. Ardra
Paper Hangers Shears only
from Chicago by William Randolph
Hart Gooch with whom he lived
Hearst:
If you can save a. much
until his death about twenty-five
"I congratulate you upon your
Good Alarm Clock only
as $9.25 a month I can show
L. L. Elgin Recommends years ago. She leaves surviving her
nomination
azd
upon
the
exi
ression
you how to profitably in—
and Pushes Ml-o-na, the
two daughters, Mrs. Ellen Barnett,
of Democratic principles in the platIts just like finding Brass Head Tacks
Dyspepsia Remedy.
vest it—in the SOUTHERN
and Mrs. Sarah M. Barneit and one
form
on
which
you
stand.
when you can get 100 for only
"It's
a
pleasure
to
sell
a
medicine
MUTUAL INVESTMENT CO.,
•`I hope and believe that battling when my customers come in after- son, Thomas Gooch. During the
of Lexington, Ky.
I
The best 5-4 Table Oil Cloth
for the people and for such principles wards and tell me how much good it latter part of her life she was a great
Safe, legitimate and wonper yard only
.as done them," said L. L. Elgin, sufferer but bore her afflictions with
you will lead Democracy ta victory."
derfully successful.
the popular druggist to a New Era
patience and Christian fortitude. In:
Coat Collar Springs only
man,"and that is why I like to sell
Let In. give you some
early life she joined the Methodist I
Tammany's
Stand.
and
recommend
Mi-o-na,
the
dysfigures.
and
facts
church and was [ever true to her
Have you seen those new
ST. LOUIS, July 11.—To the Asso- pepsia remedy.
ciated Press correspondent Charles "I have so much faith in this ar- vows and remained a consistent and
Donkey Balls, only
ticle that I am going to guarantee it faithful follower of Jesus Christ un-•
F. Murphy, of Tammany,said:
Japanese
Paper Lanters, All
in the future, and will return the
til her death.
"No one need have any doubt
money to any purchaser of Mi-o-na
Rubber Collars, linen finish, only
where Tammany stands in this pres- whom it does not not cure. That may
Special Agent,
idential canvass. It is solidly be- seem rash. but my customers have
Hopkinsville, Ky. I hind Alton B. Parker for president. said so many good words in its favor
Now that that the convention has that I do not expect to have many
returned.
•
Joe P. P'Pool. Mgr.
11 spoken and paid the high honor to packages
1 111•00411••••••••4,
"Anyone who has dyepepsis,whose That is what they say about
Judge Parker, Tammany Hall will food does not digest well, who has to
in HopkineVille and it
0000000000.0.0.0.1.6•000.0.9.1001
go to work at once in New York take thought as to what he can eat,
is therefore reliable.
county and roll up for him the larg- and when, can leave 60 cents deposit
BEST OF TRAIN SERVICE.
est plurality ever given to the presi- at my store and take home a box of
Another proof, some more eviMi-o-na, and if the remedy does not
With Dinning,Buffet-Library,Sleepdential cluididate of Doolocracy. If regulate
his digestion and ogre his dence. Hopkinsville testimony to
ing And Reclining Chair Cars on
the Democrats throughout the state dyspepsia, he can withdraw his mon- swell the long list of advocates who
through trains direct to the
endorse, the old Quaker Ren edy,
and throagh out the netion will work ey on returning the empty box."
This shows great fa:th in the mer- Doan's Kidney Pills. Read this
to secure the election of Judge Parkendorsement of the !
er as the loyal Democrats of 'lam. it of Mi-u-na. It is really a most un- convincing
usual medicine and the rapid in- Claims made for that remarkable
many Hall will work, there can be crease in
sales since L. L. Elgin in- preparation:
I
but one result at,c1 that is victory."
M. W. Davie of Eedes & Davis
troduced it in Hopkinsville shows
On Palmyra Road, One Mile From
that it does all that it claims to do, dealers in coal on East Seventh St.,
the
cures
who
L.
&
lives
N.
R.
R.,
at
and
dyspepsia,
41gestIon,
regulates
Judge Cray Pleased.
City Limits.
and enables those who use it to eat at 508 North Main street says: "I
(Special to New Era.)
just what they want and when they advise the use of Don's Kidney
Containing 23;11 acres, 61 acres in Timber,65 acres in Grass, all deep
WILMINGTON, Del., July 11.— want with no fear of trouble.
Pills in all cases stm lar to that of
Judge George Gray, who was placed
my son who for son .me
com- ed clay MAI, large two-story In Use With EtVCII roc me. thy celler,.large cisplained of backache and wa -troubled tern of cleat cold water and springs, never failing stock water, two good
In nomination for president pt the
Bud O'Bryan's Ambition. with a kidney weaknese which was
enarnent houses, large barn, fine orchard of variety of fruit
St. Louis convention, is pleased with
very annoying at night. We tried
J. C. ("Bud") O'Bryan has anthe nomination of Judge Parker.
many different remedies and he Was
"The nomination of Judge Parker," nounced himself a candidate for the treated by the family physici in but
noundation for sheriff of Davies.
nothing seemed to do him much
said Judge Gray today, "is one with
county. He was formerly receiver at
good. I learned about Doan's Kidwhich every Democrat should feel the Western Kentucky Asylum
for
Tickets account of the fair, with
ney Pills and got a box at Thomas
1eDays.60 Da7s.Dec1.5 satisfied—safe, hopeful and in line the Insane.
& Trahern's drug store. He used Near South Kentucky College, containing &x rooms, cellar, new stables,
with the best traditions of the party"
limit, at greatly reduced rates.
them and there was a noticeable im- coal
and outhouses. fruit, apples, peaches, cherries, plums and
1Weak Hearts
provement in a short time. After he
Tickets and particulars as to specgrapes. Price low, X cash, balance leng time. Call see me at NM E 9th St.
are caused by indigestion. If you had taken all of the contents the
ific testes, limits and train time of
Ovation to Senator Davis. eat a little too much, or if you are trouble which had proven such an
;out borne ticket agent.
subject
to attacks of indigestion, the annoyance was entirely relieved.
ELKINS, West Va., July 11.—A
E. M. SHERWOOD, Agt.
stomace expands,swells and puffs ur
great outpouring greeted former Sen- against the heart. This crowds the We consider Doan's Kidney Pills
Hopkinsville, Ky.
HOpkineville, Ky.
ator Davis on his return to his home heart and shortens the breath. Rap- certainly worthy of strong endorseLouisville.
A.
P
Harlow
I
id hear't beats and heart disfpase is
ugall, D P A, New Orleans from the St. Louis convention. He the final result. Hodol Dyepepsia
A
mF
For
ent. sale by all dealers. Price 60
Hasson,G P A,Chicago.
A
read the news of his nomination Sun- Curs digests what you eat, talk *I 4 cents. Foster-Milkurn Co.,
•Scott, A 0 P A, Memphis.
Buffalo,
strain off the bean, cures Ind
day when a despatch was banded to ion, dome's, sor ntomaob,, pad New York, sole agents tor theUnIted
eat, Ittelittla States.
him when his train stopped at Graf- °opt/ibis.", Deur
nat health tO'L
mtitall'Aer
.Rotti`ettibuiAtbe neat
' .—Dosn's—and
ton. WhIl• be slept *sore* of coot.. body. Sold by B .Hardwisk.
take no other.

Save
Money and
Make
Money

Ifecolbt 11 :1E3rco-vv-ia

Prices
Clipped Again! I

WHY HE PUSHES IT

JOHN
BULLARD,

•

THEY NEVER FAIL.

•
•

75c •
50c
75c I
5c 'I
20c
5c
10c
Sizes.
20c

THE RACKET,

Illinois Central R. R.

Fine Farm For Sale!

World's Fair

AlsQMy Brick Cottage on
' East 9th Street.

D. H. Armstrong,

•

%PP PERSONAL aI4
- . (From Friday's:Daily.)
Miss Bettie Haddon is eble to be
out after an eight weeks spell of
sickness.
Misses il.'1011 818i M lifted Stites,
Of Louisville, are visiting t'•,e family
of Dr. F. M. Stites.

COLLECTING PROOF HARVEY LOGAN DEAD PROF. C. I DUDLEY

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

Attention,

MR. CAINE& AFTER THE FAMOUS BANDIT MEETS RE-ELECTED HEAD OF THE
PEMBROKE SCHOOL.
VIOLENT END.
TOBACCO TRUST.

Property Owners

Mrs. Ira L. Smith has returned
from Alabama where she spent the
past month visiting relatives.

Thinks Department Should Committed Suicide to Pre- Mr. Cordon's School.—ReTake a Hand In the
sults of Examination..—
vent Capture After A
Miss Mary Jessie Brownell has reInvestigation.
Text Book Laws.
Train Robbery.
turned from a visit to friends in Harrodsburg and Louisville.
Mrs. Lillian Yonts and Master
John Meyers have gone to Greenville
Says a Washington special: "Reto visit.
preseutative Gaines, of Tennessee,
Miss Sarah Dittman, of Hopkins- who has been in Washington several
vine, is visiting friends here....Miss days in conference with the officials
Fannie Coulter, of Los Angeles. Cal,
of the department of justice, in an
is expected from Hopkinsville tohave them take measures
morrow to visit relatives.—Clarks- effort to
again in the tobacco trust, returned
ville Times Journal.
home in Nseliville today. BeMaster John Bristow has returned to his
from a visit to relatives at Hopkins- fore leaving Mr. Gaines wrote the
ville.—Elkton Progress.
attorney general concerning the matMisses Mammie Massie, of Hod- ter, and he awaits that official's rekinsville, and Gladys Massie, of ply with some degree of interest. In
Texas, are visiting Mrs. W. A. Rad- his letter Mr. Gaines said it was unford.....Lieutenant V. M. Elmore,
fair for the department of justice to
Jr., Fifth Infantry, U. S. A., of
compel
the complainant to furnish
Plattsburg, N. Y.,spent several days
last week as a guest of the family of the proof of the alleged combination

•

At a meeting of the beard of school
trustees at Pembroke, Prof. U E
KNOXVILLE, Tenn., July 9.—
Dudley was re-elected superintend
Pinkerton
Detective Lowell F.
ent of the public school at that
Spence, of Chicago, is in the city,
place.
having come to secure the identifi(Special to New Era.)

cation of the famous bandit, Harvey
Logan, from photographs in his pos-

•

Of the colored applicants for certificates to teach In the Christian

If you want for your farm or city property costly advertisement free of cost
without mention of your name, you are
cordially invited to call on us. Welare
preparing a bulletin which will have
very extensive circulation. This bulletin will be issued July 1st, 1904. Get
busy

•
•
Mansfield (0. Co.,
•
.
2
LAND BROKERS.:\

session, taken after the death of the
county schools, twenty passed and
alleged train robber. Spence says
nine failed. Two first class certifiOffice, Hopper Building, 2nd Floor,
that the Rio Grande train robbery of cates
•
were Issued, twelve second •
With Hunter Wood & Son.
June 8, in which Logan figured as class, and
•
six th:rd class.
•
Kid Curry, was responsible for his
death. The robbers, who secured
The July examination for white
only $10, but shot a trainman, were teachers will be held next Friday
closely pursued by a posse of cow- and Saturday, July 15 and 16.
boys. In the chase Logan was shot
The competitive examination for W P.
from his horse and was so desperateW. A. Radford, at Oakhurst Place. between the American and English
appointments
to the State college at
ly wounded that he suicided rather
....Judge Jos. I. Landes, of Hop- tobacco companies for the control of
captureed. Spence's picture Lexington will be held at the Name
than
be
kinsville, was in town yesterday.—
tho tobacco market. Congress al- was identified by Sheriff Fox, from time.
Pembroke J)urnal.
lowed the department of justice half whose care Logan escaped; State's
The July examination for colored
Miss Mildred Buckner, of New a million dollars as well as two as- Attorney General Cates, County Atfor county certificates
applicants
Providence, Tenn., is visiting Mr.
torney General R. L. Cates and othsistants for the very purpose of inwill
be
held
the Friday and SaturUpsher Buckner's family.
ers. The identification is necessary
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
vestigating trusts,and in Mr. Gaines' to secure a reward of $18,000. The day following.
lb—d we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
Henry
Hines,
state
inspecJudge
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad‘
tor and examiner, was in the city opinion a part ef, this money, nearly pictuie shows Logan in his coffin.
Elder J. M. Gordon, formerly of vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
yesterday and visited the Western all of which is unexpended, should
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to them
An Ideal American.
Asylum.
be used by the government in ascerthis city, wiil open his preparatory Come to see us if 3 ou want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville pike, one mile
Judge Parker's telegram to the school at Clarksville on September 1.
Mrs. John W.Glenn and daughter, taining whether the laws of the
from two railroad station, L dc N and T C. Susceptible of division into 8
Miss Annie May, of Louisville, and country are being violated. He National Democratic convention was He will also continue his work in tracts with itnprovenients on each, dwellings, tobacco barns,
tenant houses
Mrs. A. M. Causey and little son, states that unless the department not the play of a politician, but the the ministry.
stables, etc. Will he sold as a whole are divided to suit purchasers. Come
and
see
us
soon
or
you
will
miss
a
bargain.
Glenn,
of
Bowling
Green,
are
Robert
does take some action on this matter fearless, honorable act of a high- •
Good farm of 155 acres, located near Howell. Ky. [his farm Is la
the guests of Mrs. A. C. Cook, on
wreglel
he will lay the case with the proof minded, honest man who proposes to
A Louisville despatch says: Be- fenced. has house of 3 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, two
Clay street.
good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of stock
barns,
one
new
tobacco
he has collected before the grand have no blot on his 'scutcheon. Prac- cause of the expense of changing the water, new stroke house and other outbuildings and
about 20 acres good
Mr. T. D. Armistead has returned
Jury
of the Federal court in Nash- tical politicians have characterized school book system under the uni- timber. Will be sold at a low priceland.a n d o3ndewaes
from a trip to Louisville.
property with 8 or 10 acres of
dwellings, s
o
one
.ne store house with
ville and ask for an indictment. Mr. the despatch as "unfortunate," "su- form text book law, an effort will be good trade established, blacksmith shop and
postoffice with daily mail
Mr. H. Bohn left yesterday for
agricultural
mem"blunder,"but
the
mill
is
in
a
section
has
sent
letters
to
the
great
The
fine
with
a
good
Gaines
perfluous"
a
local
made
to
get
exemption
from
the
law
custom. CapaciDawson where i.e will spend ten
ty of 50 barrels of flour er day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
bers of the Kentucky and North American people want cousage of for the Louisville school children. mill. About 4 mites from railroad and no other
days.
mill within four miles. A
Mr. Altx Cohen, of New York, hail Carolina delegations
requesting convictions and integrity of characAt a meeting of the school board splendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
accepted a position as clerk with Mr. them to assist him in gathering ter in their leaders and, after think- last night the committee on exami- selling.
A nice farm of Ill acres of land, 30 acres in timber, good 5 room dwelling,
H.Bohn of this city.
proof against the alleged combina- ing the matter over, they are more nations and course of study was ap- outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within 5 miles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
Mrs. R. E. Hook, of Cairo, Ill., is
farm.
tion. He I. satisfied that a clear apt to applaud than deprecate this pointed to act with Superintendent
home visiting her mother.
A fine productive farm of 135 acres In one of the best neighborhoods,,
Dr. J. L. Topmiller, who has beech case can be made, and that the at- single act that reflects more clearly E. H. Mark in negotiating with the in Christian county, about five miles from HopkIneville and quarter mll
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn an&
visiting relatives and friends in this torney general's office is not acting than than a million words the sort state school book commission to se- large stable, two good cabins, good cistern,
fine orchard and about 20 acres
city, returned to Hopkinsville today in a fair manner toward the plea of of stuff that the Democratic stand cure a ruling whereby the change in in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
Loidsville will be gradual. SuperinA splendid farm of BOO acres in one of the best sections of Southern
....Miss Elizabeth Lackey, of Hopard bearer is made of. He is an ideal
the tobacco growers.
tendent Mark says that the cost of a Keetucky; flee red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwelkinsville, is the pretty little guest of
American, sane, sensible, and pa- sudden change in the system of ling house, cistern, ice house, 3 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with capMrs. J. Whit Potter —Bowling Green
acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
Times-Journal.
Lieut. Napoleon Riley, of West triotic. His devotion to Democratic school books would necessitate an railroad arid 3 miles from depot on another. Good schools and church
expense of from $5,000 to $7.000 to the convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold ate bargain.
Dr. M. W. Williams has returned Point, who is at Newstead for the principles hike never wavered, and
school board aside from the expet se
summer,
spent
Saturday
with
friends
A line farm of 400 acres within one buildings. All In excellent repaid
in
season
and
out
he
has
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Report of the Committee On Resolu
tions Was Adopted Without a
Dissenting Vote.

Unanimously Chosen by the National
yomocratic Convention as Candidate for President.

STRONG DECLARATION AGAINST TRUSTS
Money Plank Was Left Out and the T
Utterance Was Somewhat Modified...Party Creed Is One Which Will Suit
Democrats Everywhere.

Tremendous Wave of Enthusiasm Sweeps
Over the Coliseum When the New York
Jurist Is Found to Be the Choice
of the People.

GREAT AND GOOD MAN WELL WORTHY OF HONOR
(Special to New Era)
July 9.—On the first
LOUIS,
ST.
1?allot at 643 o'clock this monthly,
the Democratic national committee
nominated Judge Alton B. Parker,
of the
of New York, for president
United States amid scenes of

blue banner, instead of falling into
the paraoe of states, was borne up
the steps of the platform behind the
chairman's tieJk, where it was held
high• and waved wildly to and fro.
The delegates tore their state emblems from the poles and, carrying
them high overhead,tramped around
the hall again and again, cheering
frenziedly.
The marchers finally passed_out
from the delegates' seats in among
those occupied by the visitors.
After the excitement continued
about twelve minutes there was a
perceptible abatement and the band
struck up "America" thousands of
voices joining in the singing. The
lull shortly passed away, for the
band struck up "Dlxie,''and this was
oil on the fire already fiercely blazing. With a tremendous yell the applause started all over again.
At tne end of eighteen minutes the
demonstration began to subside.
Kentucky was the first state banner
to be returned to Its proper place.
The Parker Portrait was taken to
the platform and turned towards the
audience. However, there still hovered around the New York delegation many enthusiastic supporters
with their state banners. The demonstration lasted twenty-five minutes.
Throughout the enthusiasm the
Nebraska delegation, 13ryan at its
head, sat, the members craning their
heads to see what was going on, but
without rising. When the demonstration was at its height Mr. Bryan
sent a message to some one in the
other part of the hall and soon he
was in conference with several antiParker men.

ocrat on the ticket was successful.
In 1886, Judge Parker entered the
larger field of politics, becoming
chairman of the Democratic State
Executive committee. In 1886,Clevelaud offered him the appointment as
first assistant postmaster general,
but Judge Parker, who had his mind
set on a judicial career, declined the
place. That same year, Mr. Hill
wanted him to accept the nomination
for lieutenant governor, but this he
also refused. Subsequent events
proved the wisdom of his course.
There soon came a vacancy to the
state supreme bench, and it was almost the unanimous desire of New
York leading Democrats that Judge
Parker should be selected to fill it.

Governor Hill heeded the demand
and increased his own popularity by
promptly appointing Judge Parker.
The following year, 1880 he was the
Democratic nominee for the full judicial term of fourteen years. His
strength and popularity were so
great that the Republicans oondeded
his election in York state and did
not even nominate a candidate. In
1889, Governor Hill appointed him to
the second division of the court of
appeals, and there, as on the supreme
bench, he added to his reputation as
a jurist. In 1897, he was the Democratic nominee for chief judge of the
court of appeals, and though all of
his associates or the ticket went
down to defeat, he was triumphantly elected by a large majority.

dare our devotion to the essential committee Tom Taggart, of Indiana,
principles of the Democratic faith would no:doubt be elected, but Judge
which bring us together in party Parker will be consulted before a
communion. Under them local self- selection is made. The new nationgovertynent and national unity and al committee will meet today, but
prosperity were alike established. will not Yet select a chairman.
They underlaid our ;ndependence,
The Next President.
the structure of our free republic and
Judge Alton P. Parker is a man of
tremendous enthusiasm.
every Democratic extension from great intellect with the breadth of a
• Made Unanimous.
Louisiana to California and Texas to statesman and amply fitted for the
the
in
which preserves faithfully highest osition in the gift of the
reached
Oregon,
was
point
the
When
I
in all the states the tie between tax- people. He is chief Justice of the
roll call of states that showed the
yet
They
ation and representation.
New York court of appeals, having
Empire state jurist was the choice of
spire the masses of our people,guard- been elected to that high judicial
country,
;the
of
the Democracy
ing jealously their rights and liber- seat in 189
He was eletted, though
ties and cherishing their fraternity, a Democrat, by an overwhelming
motion was made that the nominacarried.
peace and orderly development. majority, and is the only Democrat
tion be unanimous and was
They remind us of our duties and re- that has carried New York in a
and
The utmost harmony prevailed
sponsibilities as citizens and impress straight-out contest since the state
the Democratic leaders are confiupon us particularly at this time,the went for Grover Cleveland in 1892.
dent of Judge Parker's election.
necessity of reform and the reseue of
Judge Parker came of Revolution I
the administration of government ary stock. He was born in CourtThe Vice President.
from the headstrong, arbitrary and land county, New York, fifty-two
After Judge Parker was nominatspasmodic methods which distract years ago. He first studied in the
ed, the conventioned adjourned until
business with uncertainty, and per- public schools and later attended an
m arsh yisrengoitons
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Mayor P. A. Collins, of Boston.
report Is in all respects a true
he air.
Bane at
pair Watches and Clocks.
door in the Orient; denounces the statement of the condition Of said of
Called to Order.
Florida, after a few seconds of wild
June
the close of business on the IC day belief'
the
Republicans;
of
policy
colonial
its
and
was
to
called
The
all
orknowledge
yell,
convention
his
second
of
best
the
a
to
1004,
yelling, started
that the business of said
statehood for the territories and further saystransacted
at the location
'members screaming frantically and der this afternoon at 2:49. Speeabes favors
bank has been
and that the
th
for
elsewhere;
and
calls
Rico,
not
and
named,
tossing high a silken banner inscrib- nominating candidates for vice pres- and Porto.
above -report is made In oompliance with in
by popular official notice received from the Secretary
senators
S.
U.
of
election
;order.
in
the
sound."
be
first
thipg
ident
will
and
safe
StI, "Florida,
1904,
of State designating the so day otJune,
vote.
Indian Territory, New Jersey,
as the day on which such report shall be
The Platform.
Head Of Committee.
'tryland. Texas, Georgia and many
The preamble of the platform
SiNth Street
r state. tell in behind and with
Much speoulation is being indulg"We,the delegites of the Demo- ed in as to who will be selected
- is Wowed on.
cliato piety °ribs ulaW8ilia;pi chairman of the Democratic nationChairman.
MR MAW WAN
al 00Mmittee. If left entirely to the
sea,and her great asiasig cormitition iecnzbjd-
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'"` DON'T MISS IT

JULY 20th to Aug. 1st.

DN'T MISS IT

And if low prices and good goods will do it we will clean out every yard and every piece 9f Sum-,
Ther Goode in our store in the next 30 days And when We Say Low Prices we mean Low Prices,
or we don't want to pack away summer goods and will not We are going to sell everything in the
ore regardless of cost. Everything wIll have to go if we do not get half what they cost us. So
fail to come, if you do you will miss one of the greatest chances you have ever had to buy flier.
chandise of all kinds at prices that will be lower than ever before offered Ropkinsville. Remember
that it is the season that every merchant wants to cut down their stock and we are going to offer
such low prices in this sale that by the time our buyers go east to buy fall goods we will not have a
yard or piece of summer goods on hand No don't- miss this great chance to buy from the greatest,
stock of merchandise in Hopkinsville. This will not be a money-making sale for US but a sale to
(dean out all summer goods—it's a money-making sale to you. If you do not want to buy'anything
yourself, come any way, and bring your friends. We haven't the space to give price of everything.
Come and we will prove to you that we will - ell goods regardless of cost. From July 20 to Aug.1

Wash Goods Hope
Hope Bleached
Domestic will sell
at

Don't Miss This Chance to Buy
Wash Goods at Clean Sweep Prices.
Five buLdred yards Lawns worth 84e a yard,
We will sell at

1
,52c

Brown Percale CLOTHING
Domestic, Great
Western and
will sell for

All our t est best Percales will be sold at
Clean .Sweep Prices—
and that means

Lowest of
Prices.

5c
1c6
Ladies Slippers & Oxfords

One thousanp yards Madras worth 10c a yard
We will se I at.
We WillSell All Our Best Calicoes at 4 Cte

White Wash Goods.

ONE FOURTH OFF.

Of all kinds and patterns. , Clean Sweep Prices from
Ladies slippers and oxftirds will be sold at one-fourth off
15c down to Sc per yard. This will he your only. chance so don't forget to tell your friends about it if you don't
to buy white goods at prices lower than ever before sold in want a pair for yourself. lliltuember, One Fourth Off
the city. Don't miss it now.

,

,
• 7

We Will Sell Clothing at Half Price
So don't forget. Alrof these goods are rawie by the tont
tailors and made out of the best goods and made up in lat st styles. Tbey are all hand tailored garments.

$22.50 SUITS FOR
$20.00 SUITS FOR
$1650 SUITS FOR
$15.00 SUITS FOR
$12.00 SUITS FOR
$10,09 WinTS POE
$8.50 817ITS FOR

Also All Our Boy's Suits at Half Price

Shirt Waists for Ladies Mars Shoes and Oxfords*

LAWNS
50 pieces of Lawns. worth 12 1-2c will sell
this
sale for
in

At Less Than Half Price.

Pat kid and Vici Tans will be sold at a price that will
make you buy. Don't miss this chance to buy shoes at,
Clean Sweep prices.

All kinds of shirt waists made in the latest style we will
sell in this sale at less than half price. We have bought a
big lot of these goods for this sale only. So you will find
something new. Come.

Mos Shirts at Half Price
$I So Shirts for 75c.

Silks Swept Out.
Yard wide black Taffeta Silk guaranteed 100 yards ogn
worth 1 25, Clean Sweop Price
tROU
150 yards Black Taffeta Silk worth 1 75 per yd
Clean Sweep Price

I

75C Shirts for 38c

A Big lot bought for Will be sold at CLEAN and Colors will be sold
at
the Clean Sweep Sale SWEEP PRICES.
Will be sold for $2.60 Also a big lot of Corset CLEAN SWEEP
PRICES
per pair down to 48. Covers to be in this sale.

150 pieces of coloreo Taffeta Silk for waist
and shirt waist suits. we will sell in this salei 500 doz sample pails of the Topsy brand stockings we
at b9cyer yard Don't miss this great chancel will put in this sale at clean sweep prices. You can get
anytning you want in stockings here. Lace stripe, deep
to buy you a waist or suit Worth $1 and $1.25 a yard,
plain lisle and all fanr.y colors. Don't fail to inspect them

59C

Underwcar at Half Price!
Men's Underwear at Half Price in this Sale.

Men's Socks

Men's Ties

The Topsy Brand. We have 100 doz
Uptodats brand new goods we will
samples that are worth 76 60-26 etc sell at EIALF PRICE. If you want
we will sell at Half Price. Also a big them now is your chance.
lot that we will sell for be aed 8e

Straw Hats.

Men's Pants

Men's Suspenders

Fur Hats

The newest styles We will sell
We will sell them at HALF PRICE. ONE THIRD OFF.
All the newest grapes.

at

Clean Sweep Sale Prices on all our finest Ruge.
Do you want a Fur Hat? Come to
60 dozen that are worth 60c, our the Clean Sweep Sala and get 0D5.
S Ones that we have been selling at $6 00 we will
Clean Sweep Sale price 200.
'
your own price. All the best braids.
sell in this sale for $8.76 and they are of the finest
make. Come and see them. Also a big 1(11 of Everpthing in Men's urnishings from a collar butcheLper rugs that you can buy at your own price. Everything must go.

Remnants 1Ru
Don't fail to get to our remnant counter. You will find
there goods of all kinds so cheap that you will be surprised
to know that we can sell goods so cheap. Don't miss it.

Si oo Shirts for Soc.
E. & W. Rrand.

Ladies Gowns &Ribbins Of
Lace
MEN'S COLLARS, 5 CTS. EACH.
Curtains. White Underskirts All Kinds 500
doz all siz-s 14 to 184, all Linen, go in this sa'e at 50.'

.25
260 yards Black Guaranteed Taffeta Silk, worth $1
Sweep
a yard, Clean Sweep Price
75 Stockings At Clean
Prices.

Clean Sweep Price on Turney Red Table
Cloth that's worth 30c will sell at 25c.

Clean Sweep Price on Ladies Hand'R'fs,
to
Clean Sweep Price on Towels.
and all kind Gloves. Rid,lace and
Be"re
call for some of these.
•

$11.25
$1000
$8.95
$7.60
$6.00
$5.00
$4.25

ton to a suit of clothes will be sold at Clean Sweep
Prices, and thin means low prices.

Clean Sweep Prices on Table Linen!'
Clean Sweep Prices on Napkins!#

E cannot give name and price of everything in the house, but we are going to make a clean sweep of everything in the store,
have said. We do not intend to carry over any summer goods so we will sell everything regardless of what tney cost us. So do
miss this big cheap sale. This sale will commence July 20th, so do not wai: too long before coming If you do you will be sure to
something. for we are going to make this the biggest sale ever held in Hopkinsgille JULY 20 . H TO AUGUST 1ST.

W
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CASH IS KING!---No Goods Charged or Sent on Approval---CASH IS KIM)!
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HOSPI AL SECRETS.
s
A Nurse Says "Pe-ru-na is
Tonic Of Efficiency."

INTIMUITINC LeTTIERS
FROM COMMUNITIES.

APPLIES TO.ALL 5TH AND
6TH CLASS CITIES.

liblehberhood News And
Notes Gathered by Our
Correspondents.

Affects Christian County.—
Change Is 1111adeln the
Carnishee Law.

Sinking Fork News.
•

REGISTRATION ILIW
Cho

We are today paying 95 cts. per bushel delivered on track Louisville, for No. 2 Soft Red
Winter Wheat, and aim at all times to pay the
top market price.

COMMUNICATE WITH US BEFORE

The registration law passed by the
legislature last winter applies to all
cities of the fifth and sixth classes
that includes every incoporated town
in Christian county. Under the law
no citizen can vote in any election

Slaking Fork, Ky., July 12.—
Crop. are looking very nice in
thin portion of the country.
-7-Mr. Jim Burgess who has been
quite sick for some time is not much
roved.

ice 11111111g wheat Walled

Ballard & Ballard Co.
July 14, 1904.

p

ELLING.

unless he is registered. The registration must be held in the month of
October. When a man is registered
he is given a certificate to that effect
Want Divorces.
Larkin Items.
Poste!! Estate.
and this certificate must be shown
—Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Dillard, of
Mary Parker sues Jim Parker for
—The crops in this section ors
to the officers on election day before a divorce, charging abandonment.
near Oracey were the pleasant gueeta
The widow and daughters of the giowiog very nicely.
Hanle Elltins asks for a legal sepahe can deposit a ballot.
of Mr. and Mrs. George Wooiley
late Peter Poetell,Sr., will move this
—There has been plenty of rain.
ration from Robert Elkins, Jr., who
Saturday night and Sunday.
week to Greenfield, Ohio, to reside.
—The Rev. Spurlin will preach at
Of interest to merchants is the new she alleges treated her badly.
The entire Postell estate, which was
—Rev. O. W. Gant will fill, his regWest Mt. Zoar Saturday night and
garnishee bill which was passed by
left the widow, will be managed dur/War appointment at the Christian
Sunday, July 17.;
the last legislature and which be.
HRS.
KATt
TAYLOR.
ing the next five years, according to
/church next Suniaiy.
came a law last week without the
....••••••.1,/,••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••""A.W.M.
,
..
,
— Mrs. Neicy Meore, the wife of
the terms of a deed of trust filed for
Mrs. Kate Taylor. a graduated governor's signature. The bill ap—Messrs. 'Will Cavanaugh and
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
Jim Moore, of nee,Kelly, died last
nurse of prominence, gives her ex- peals the provision of Section 1701.
record
Monday, by the Planters
Rotas McClenden, of Hopkinsville, perience with Peron& In an open
TJ Morrow's Executric et al
Thursday of consumption. She was
Kentucky statutes, which will refawainst
Equity Bank & Trust Company.
letter. tier position in society and
spent Saturday night at Mr. Mark
buried in the family burying ground.
T. L. Morrow, et al
professional standing combine to erence to exemptions from attachi CA•anaugh's.
By virtue of a judgement and order
glve special prominence to ber ment reads: Provided, "That the
•
—There was a good attendance at
Dollar
Wheat.
exemption of fifty dollars shall not of sale, rendered at the June term
...Yrs. L. C. Wood is quite sick at utterances.
Sunday school at West Mt. Zoar
',,
apply to debts zontracted for food, thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I
" thin writing.
Saturday the Dunlop Mills paid E. last Sunday.
ElICAGO,ILL.,427 Monroe Street.— fuel, medicine-, raiment or house rent shall proceed to offer for sale, at the
- ,i—Miss Jessie Cullom has began
"As tars.I have observed, Peruna for the family." Under the old law court house door in Hopkinsville, D. Jones and Charles Boyd, promi—A large crowd attended the singis the finest tonic any man or woman the wages of a person earning
her school at Pisgah.
less Ky.. to the highest and best bidder, nent South Christian planters, $1 a ing at Mr. Willie
Payue's Sunasy
can use who is weak how the after
than $60 a month, were not subject at public auction, on Monday, Aug. bushel
—Little Emmet Allen of your town effects of any serious illness.
for about 6,000 bushels of evenirg.
to attachments unless for food, rai- 1st. 1904, between the hours of 11 a m
wheat, delivered at Rich. 'The Dune
, -r spat a few days last week at Mr. J. "Perfume seems to restore vitality, ment, fuel', etc. Now the exediption and 2 p m (being county court
—There was prayer meeting at
day)
Increase bodily vigorand renew health
lop
agent says the high price was due
' D.Smith's.
and strength he a wonderfully abort for debts of that character is the upon a credit of six, twelve and eighPleasant Green Saturday night last.
same as the exemption of any other teen months, the following described to an arrangement in reference to
ss-A.proillracted Meeting°will begin tIme."—MR'S. KATE TAYLOR.
—Miss Pearl Cansier was the guest
Address The Perana Medicine Co., debts. Under the present law unless property, towit
sacks. The price today is quoted by
Id tbe Baptist church here on Mon- Columbus,Ohio,if you
desire free uteri. a person earns more than $50 a
of Miss Wortha Smith last Saturday
A certain tract or parcel of land in the
local mills at 93 cents.
disr eight after the third Sunday.
"a catarrh.
month his wages cannot be attached Christian county, Kentucky, situatnight.
"Hillman."
for any debt. '
ed about one half mile south from
participate in the festivities of the
— Mr. G. H. Pool and family were
Hopkinsville and on the Clarksville
occasion. Quite an interesting proguest. of Mr. Lawson Cansler
the
and Hopkinsville turnpike. This is
Howell Happenings.
gram was well rendered in the foreSunday.
one of the most desirable suburban
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
tl Ewell, Ky., July 12.—Mrs. Men- noon, but on account of rain the afhonme. in the state of Kentucky. sit—Miss Ora Gresham is the guest of
uated as it Is on the banks of a beau- J H Anderson & J H Bell, Equity
ial, of Clarksville, and daughter, ternoon program had to be abandonMiss Annie Moore.
Againstdrn
tiful stream and on a free turnpike, F. M. Quarles,gai
UM S. M. Douglas, of Appleton. ed entirely.
'r.
(
Kennedy, Ky., July 18, 1901. within ten minutes drive
—Mrs.J. F. Smith and daughters,
from HopBy virtue of a judgment and order
have been spending several
—Miss Nora Walker was in HopI see from your paper that Mr. kinsville, the county seat of Chrishave reamed from Nortonville,
of
sale
of
the
Christian
Circuit
• days with Mrs. Manson'. sister, Mrs. kinsville Tuesday visiting relatives. Jeff Garrott
made a 60 bushel aver- tian county—the banner agricultural court, rendered at the June term where they spent last week
with
W. W. Radford They will visit In
—Migses Bernard King and Fey age on 12 acres of wheat land. Our county in the state. The land lies thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I 1 elatives.
well and is especially adapted to the shall proceed to otter for sale, at
Clarksville for a while and then will Barnes were in the city on a shopping good farmer,
the
Mr. T. N. Jones, who
—Miss Lula (4. Pool has begun her
raising of corn, wheat, tobacco and courthouse door in Hopkinsville,
rn North the last of this week. expedition Wednesday.
has just finished threshing his crop, all kinds
of grasses. Woula make a Ky., to the highest and best bidder, school at pleasant Green.
4,1-The local physician has feared
— Mr. Ben Yancey has accepted
made 4304 bushels on 7 acres which capital stock farm. It has situated
Mr. Dave Rogers and wife are goat public auction, on Monday the 1st
in epidemic of meningitis, bat now work with Mr. Bud Boyd through
ing to move to Crofton, where Mrs.
near the center of the farm a large day of August 1904, between
beats
Garrott's
Mr.
13i
bushels
to
the
the
wheat
threshing
season.
the
• most all fear has subsided.
Rogers will begin her school.
—A splendid rain fell here MondaT acre. He did it on land that he re- and commodious two story brick hours of 11 a. in. and 2 p.
(being
—Mrs. Ben Boyd Is visiting Mrs. C.
—Bill Nye.
night, which will be very beneflcia. cently bought of the Settle estate dwelling house with water works and county court day,) upon a credit of
N.Fox.
..•••11
other modern improvements and six months the following
described
-.Miss Bennie Boyd and Mr. Os- to gardens and crops.
and was not considered very fine at necessary outbuildings,
including property, to wit:
—Most of our energetic farmers
car Bagwell's little girl. Lucile, are
that. I hope you will give Mr. Jones cisterns, wells, barns, cabins, etc.
First, A certain tract- or parcel of
• viaiting at the home of Mr. Edgar are about through plowing corn.
Described by metes and bounded land in Christian county, Ky.,
credit for it.
•• 11
Yours,
in the
s Bagwell.
C. C. Ferrell
fortows:
as
neighborhood of old Garrettsburg,
R. E. Howell.
—.Recently a wheat buyer from
against
Equity
Beginning at a corner on the east and on time west aide of the
T. L. Yonta, et al
Nashville, stopped here but did not
Palmyra
edge of the Clarksville pike, N W
By virtue of a judgment and order
corner of tract conveyed to George V road, and bounded as follows:—Beleap long as the price paid by local
Croft by Caroline Dryer; thence with ginning at a stake in C. K. Flem- of sale of the Christian Circuit Court,
• amyl:mots was more than he could
the line thereof 294 E, passing a ing's line; thence with his line N rendered at the June term thereof,
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky
oaf.
stone in a pond with Cherry pointers 874 W 106 poles to a stake
in Bev- 1904, in the above cause, I shall proH.
S.
Williams,
et
al
—ensue few farmers have threshed
97 2-100 poles, the'same course conagainst
equity
tinued 170 7-100 poles to a stone 40 ft erly Fleming's line; thence with his ceed to offer for sale, at the court
aid some few are holding their C. M. P'Pool's,
Adm'r., et al
line N 8 E 110 poles to a stone, E. C house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
wheat for $1.001 per bushel.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky from the center of the railroad;
By virtue of a judgment and order
thence to a line parallel with said Radford's corner (formerly Quarles,) the highest and best bidder, at
pub-.Dr. Caudle and brother, of New- of sale
of the Christian Circuit Court, C. W. Johnston
road, and 40 feet from the center thence with Radford's line S 87% E lic auction, on Monday, the 1st
Against
day
,( Equity.
% stead spent Sunday with their father rendered at
the June term thereof, Zack Stegar and J. M. )
thereof N 67 W 226 8-100 poles to
964 poles to a stake; thence again o` August, 1904, between the hours of
•‘ near here. Their brother, Richard. 1904, in the above
cause. I shall pro Starling,
stick and black ceek, Green's corner; with Radford S 3 W 36 poles to stake 11 a. m. and 2 p. m., (being county
• from Collins, Indian Territory, is at ceed to offer for sale, at the court By virtue
of a judgment and order thence with his line N 86 W 30 poles, inroad; thence again with Rad- court day) upon as credit of six and
boas* for a short while. He has made house door in
Hopkinsville, Ky., to of sale of Christian circuit court, same course continued 6 poles to a ford (formerly Metcalf) S
E 10 twelve months, the following dea rapid stride in business in the ter- the highest and best bidder, at pub- rendered
at the June term thereof, point ilk the middle of the river, a poles to a stake, J. B. White's heirs' scribed property, to-wit:
ritory. He is now vice president of lic auction, on Monday,
the 1st day 1904, in the above cause, I shall pro- double sycamore on the N bank. line; thence with said line S 8 W 76
1st. A certain tract of land in the
a prosperous bank.
of August, 1964. between the hours of ceed to offer for pale, at the court- marked as a pointer;thence down_ the poles to the beginning,
containing southwestern portion of Christian
—Miss Ethel Philpot,of Ft. Smith. 11 a. m. and 2 p.
m., (being county house door in Hopkinsville. Ky., to river with the meanders thereof N 89 70 acres.
County, Ky., on the waters of SinkArk., is visiting her cousin. Miss coutt day) upon a credit of six
the highest and best bidder, at pub- W 86 poles, S hi W II plea, S 264 Er
Second, a tract of land in the afore- ing Fork, containing by recent sure
Elsoie Caudle. She will return via months th • following described prop- lic suction, on Monday,
the 1st day poles to a point opposite an ash and said county and state and east of the vey 1214 acres.
Tennessee for a short visit.
erty, to-wit:
of August, 1904, between the hours of hornbeam on the east bank of the Pal” yre road of the Clardy higt2nd. A certain tract or parcel of
The local wheat boyers, Messrs.
A tract of laud containing
acres 11 a. in., and 2 p. m , (being county river; thence S 724, W 8 2-10 poles way, amd bounded As follows: Be- land near to the above tract.in ChrisRadford and Dixon,have bought sev- situated
in Christian county. Ky.. on e,ourt day), upon a credit of six to the S W bank of the river; thence ginning at a stake on Clardy high- tian County, Ky., on
the waters of
eral thousand bushels of wheat at the Prince•on
road, about lo miles months the following described prop- down the S W bank of the river with way, cruet to the Dick -Quarles Shaking Fork and on the soutn
side
110 etuts.
—Incognito.
west of Hook infivIlle, and being the erty, to-wit:
Henry Oldham's line S 26,4 D, pass- lands; thence with said road N 86 W of the Hopk hasv i I ie and Cantein road,
same land which was conveyed to
A certain tract of land on the wa- ing 2 cedars 7 poles S 614 E 4 4-100 884poles to a stake, corner to J. B. and containing 3,13 acres and 9 poles,
Henry Pwroti, by de -1 ef recoro in ters of Little River, in the South- poles, S 53 E 2 6-10 poles, S 60 E 6 White's heirs; thence with
a line and bt mg the same land which was
Dogwood Doings.
proper office :n D. B. 72 at page 74, western part of Christian county, poles to a stone, Oldhaufe corner; thereoi S 3 W 69 poles to
a stake, conveyed by Maxey Lucas to C. A.
Dogwood, July 13.—quite a numand bounded as follows:
Kentucky. being the same land con- thence with his line 860 W 13 poles Keat's cornet; thence with a line and R. W. McReynolds, by deed
of
r of people from this place went to
Beginning 6 feet N W of the house, veyed by S. T. Fox, to George Steg- to a stone, Oldham's corner on the thereof S
87 E 88N poles to a stake of record in proper office in D. B. 77
t Hill Sunday. Brother J. U. formerly occupied by It. S. Kirby, er, by deed dated Oct. 3rd., 1876, and east edge of time Clarksville pike; In the Dick Quarles
line; thence at page 201.
$p in made his annualvvIsit to that deceased, and standing on the W of record in proper office in D. II, 54 thence with the east edge of said pike with his line N 3 E 67,-4 poles to the 3rd. A certain other tract Of land
lying to the two above described
, plows and preached a very able set- side of the road; thence around said page 131, and afterwards .conveyed and 8 feet from the center thereof S beginning, containing 32. 2 acres.
house, so as to rules it 6 feet on the by George Steger to the defendant, 29 E 104 poles
to a stone; thence S 24
Third, A certain tract of land in tracts, and eituated in Trigg County,
• am. He left an appointment for Princeton road; thence
with said Zack Steger,and bounded as follows: E 22 poles to a stake; thence with the the aforesaid county and
state and Ky., and containing about 40 acres.
. nd Sunday in July, 1906.
-;'Osseo°
road 424' E 60 pole
& stone ; thence Beginning at a stake in the South old road S 16 E 23
poles to a point in 860 on the Clardy highway, about
The three above described tracts
—.431rs. G. W.Clark spent last week S %V about 185 pole oa stone; with boundary line of the tract of laud the middle of the river, and a syca- one mile east of the second tract and or parcels of laud being the same
some persimmon bushes marked as conveyed to S. T. Fox by J. T. Dan- more on the south side; thence
S 80 bounded as follows: Beginning at a which were conveyed to the defendIn Ropkiesville visiting her son and pointers in
the N W boundary line gerfield ; thence with said line S 131N W 46-10 poles to a point at the S-E red oak stomp on
the Clardy high- ant, T. L. Yonts, by R. W. McReydaughter
., Mr. E. W. Clark and Mrs. of the original survey; thence
with W 165 poles to a stake and pointer, corner of the abutment of the bridge: way, a corner to Aaron Thomas; nolds and others, by
deed dated July
Yancey,
other
and
relatives.
S.E.
said line N 314 W 80 poles to s S E corner to the 404 acre parcel thence S 83 E lb 6 10 poles to a stone thence with
his line S 3 W 27 poles to 4th, 1889. and of record in proper
Spanish
Springs
oak,
Old
road;
conveyed
off said Dangerfield tract; on time east edge of the Clarksville a stake near a branch in time Quarles office in D. B. No. 77, at
—Miss Billie Clark entered school
page 229
thence N 8 E 873i poles to a stone; thence with a Dine of said 404 acre pike; thence with the edge of said line; thence with said
is Bluff Springs Monday, under the
The above real property is sold
line N 87 W
thence N 48 E 46 poles to a stone near tract N 3 E 146 poles to a stake in pike and 8 feet from the curbing S 2 134 poles to a stake,
Quarles line; subject to the payment of all unpaid
" instruction of Mrs. Hattie B. Robin.
the S corner of the house above men- the center of a pond, corner to said W 8.11-10 poles, S 8 E 8 2-100 poles, S thence again with
Quarles N 8 E29% state and county taxes against the
who lean excellent teacher.
tioned; thence around, and within 6 404 acre tract; thence N 824 E 60 40 E 8 6i10 poles,S 68%, E 68-10 poles poles to stake on
Clardy highway; same. And the purchaser of same is
Miss Bina King is teaching school feet of the said house and so as to poles to a stake W of a barn; thence S 684 E 4 8-10 poles S 63 E 18 5-10 thence with said road
S. 87 E 7 poles to have the right to sow a crop of
Raley's Mill. We wish her much include it, to the beginning—estima- S 11 W 264 polevto a stake; thence poles, S 644 E 60 2-10 poles, S 68% E thence again with said road S 63 E wheat in the fall of 1904.
ted to contain 60 acres, be the same S 873.4 E 984 poles to a stake; thence 502 10 poles to the beginning, and 7,,‘ poles
to the beginning, coutainOr sufficient thereof to produce the
cogs.
more or less.
6 W 36 poles to the beginning, con- containing by actual survey 26591-100 Mg 24 acres.
sums of money ordered to be made,
Mrs. Finis Itivens and children
For the purchase price, the pur- taining 79 acres more or less.
acres.
The above land is sold for division. amounting to $4,502.00. For the purfireball county„visited Mr. Chas. chaser must execute bond with ap
For the purchase price, the purFor the purchase price the purchFor the purchase price the porch- chase price, the purchaser must ex4 0
proved surety or sureties, bearing chaser must execute bond with ap- aser must execute bond with appre
'as'family recently.
eller must execute bond with approv- ecute bond with approved surety or
legal interest from the day of sale proved surety or sureties, bearing ved surety or sureties bearing legal
ed auray or surt'Aes, bearing legal sureties, bearing legal interest from
Arthur Hord • d Wife spent until paid and having
the force and legal interest from the day of sale interest from the day of sale i until interest from the
day of sale until the day of sale until paid and having
h
thg
at
fattisr, effect of a replevind. Bidders until paid sad having the force and paid and having the force and effect
paid and having the force aud effect the force and effect of a replevin
will be prepared to
Stordi
ply rroniptly effect of a Replevin Bond. Bidders of a Replevin Bond. Bidders Must ot a replevin bond.
Bidders will be bond. Bidders will be prepared to
with these terms.
will be prepared to comply promptly be prepared to comply promptly with prepared to comply promptly with comply promptly with thee* terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
with thew terms.
these toms.
these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
—Mr. Billie Underwood's family
Or
a Livingston county, are visiting
relatives here.

Louisville, Ky.

Commissioner's Sale.
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Commissioner's Sale.

BIG YIELD.

Commissioner's Sale.

.Commissioner's Sale.

Master Ootomisstoeor.
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Commissioner's
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DOUGLAL,
Amor Co' -1
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iDOUOLAS SELL.
WSW Obniblislouvr.

DOUGLAS BELL,
Minstar Commissioner.

Master Owimiestosor.
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TEE. NEW ERA
•

At Oa•
Half ch• Cost

-11.1161.18Hhankig-

We Era Printing &

blis Wit CO

Lion
Coffee

OFFICE:-New Ere etulding, Seventh
Street, near Main. Hot kingvills. (C.y.

111.00 A YEAR.
deer/teed at the pOlitoffifie in Koski noyii,

U eseond.elass mail matter

Friday, July 15, 1904

has better strength and
flavor than malty so-called "fancy" brands.
Bulk coffee at the same
price Is not to be compared with Lies In quality.
In 1 lb. air dght.
sealed packape.
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DATES FOR FAIRS

Soft
Harness

WHICH WILL BE HELD IN
KENTUCKY.

You can make
bar.
tie.s so soft asyourglove
and RI tough as awire
by
using Zit'ARICA Mar.
ne•• Oil. You can
lengthen he
It
1.t twice leIlle—Mlike
We.*
ordinarily won* a Ii

Cuthrie and Madisonville
Events Will Take Place
This Month.

EUREKA

EIGHTY I S ou Early
ftla FAMOUS LITTLE TILLS.
ACID CITIZEN CALLED TO
HIS

REWARD.

Mr. J. C Courtney Dies of
Bronchial Trouble.—Burial In Hopewell.

HAMM ON
makes a poor looking
nese ilke new. Bladebar.
of
Pure, heavy bodied oil, as.
prepared
stand the weather.to withiold ev2
zwiltix
hilly
Pe
,

For quick relief from Rill*
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver,
dice, Dizziness, and all troubles
lite from an inactive or sluggish
DeWitt's Leila Early Risers sta
equalled.
They act promptly and never
They are so dainty that!tie* pla/MWM,
to take them. One to two act as
mild laxative; two or four act 1115
pleasant and effective cathartic.
are purely vegetable and *keel
harmless. They tonic the liver.

- CLUBBING RATES:The following are the dates fixed
IPIRFARRD ONLY DV
(From Saturday's Daily)
'
t
New ZkA and the follolvinn
-The W
for
holding the Kentucky fairs for
I.C.DoWiee & Co..C
..:e year:
Mr.
Courtney,
J.
C.
,
a
highly
reWeek Courier-Journal
ill 50
Mods
by
!MASUD
011. Cu.
1904 as far as reported. Officers of
110
Illonas-Weekly Bt. Louis Republio
spected citizen, died yesterday after175
Osnal-Weekly elobs-Demoorat
1 50 Randolph, Caleb Coining, Jeremiah fairs are requested to report any
Weekly, Cincinnati lin utrer.
CONDENSED STATEMENT noon at hie home on Fourth and Vir- Bold by R.C Hard
1 so
amni-W oak ly Nashville merle.n
i m S. Black, Edwin M Stanton, Wil- omission or correction of dates:
.
Weekly Louisville Commerelal
ginia streets, of a bronchial trouble.
of the condition
ri-Weekly New York World
I 45
Kirksville, July 15, 2 days.
Louisville Poet...... .., .
f 50 liam M. Everts. E. R. Hoar, Alfonso
He was eighty years of age. Tile
of
the
The South
i 15
and Warm
utnrie July 19, 5 days.
McReston
ITS Taft. Chas. Levene, Wayne
news of his death (mules great sortucky Buil
Vee;h,
Richard Oin-y, and others
Madisonville, July 26, 6 days.
I7
12
:
a."-rea
rf
l a ..........
2
Wa
Wis
row among his many friends. He
Loan A
pawh Yorka bane ... ... -lit or the greatest lawyers.
Crab Orchard, July 27,-8 days,
Mao Journal. new
leaves five
littren, Mrs. Ella Bates.
will help you
.
(76
_subscribers only.
Danville, August 3, 3 days.
tipeolal clubbing rates with any magazine
Mrs. E. G. Anderson, of Norwich.
There is more Catarrh in this seceasv monthly pay«.\
newspaper published in the United Mates
Georgetown, August?, 6 days.
tion of the country than all other disConn.; Messrs:J. W., G. C. and E.
meats.
Pembroke, Ky.,
eases put together, and until the hist
Harrodsburg, August 9,8 days.
B. Courtney. The funeral will take
at the Close of Business
COURT DIRECTORY. few years was supposed to be incur- Lawrenceburk, August 16, 4 days.
place this afternoon, conducted by
June 30th, igo4.
If you want
able. For a gteat many years docShelbyville, Gugust 23, 4 days.
the
Rev. Dr. J. L. Wyatt, and the
save
tors
pronounced
it
a local disease anti
money and
OntonritaxraY--First Monday in June
Resource
Sitepherdsville
s
, August 28, 4 days.
remains will be interred in Hopeand fourth Monday in PeDruarx and Sep- by constantly failing to cure with logetting interest
Loans and Discounts
Springfield,
August
$57,588
24,
R1
4
days.
cal treatment, pronounced it incurait all the time
Banking House
6,000 00 well cemetery.
QuastiliaLT 000ar-13eoond Mondays
Somerset. August 30, 4 days.
ble. Science has proven catarrh to
Overdrafts
952 74
La January, April. July and October.
us sell you
Cash
be
a
constitutional disease and thereand Exchange
Nicholasville, August 30, 8 days.
10,6511 11
x—FiretTeeeday in April
Tow.
Croup
Astock as an inv
fore requires constitutional treatsue Dotober.
Florence, August 31, 4 days.
Total
$71,145 46 Is a violent inflammation of the muOomrsx 0ot:rex—First Monday in every ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manument.
cous membrane of the wind pipe,
Glasgow, August 81, 4 days.
month.
Liabilities.
factured by F. J. Cheney & Co.. ToPor
particular
address
which
sometimes
extends to the larElizabethtown,September 6,4 days, Capital Stock
$20,000 00
ledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional
and
nyx
bronchial
tubes;
is
and
one
Surplus
mire
on
the market. It is taken in- Hartford, September 21, 4 days.
1,50000
— ADVERTISING RATES:
of the mist dangerous diseases of
Tax Account
11 160 ternally in doses from 10 drops to a
Onalneb,first insertion
190 29
see teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
One inch,on.month
the children. It almost always comes
Div
idend
No.
8.
600
00
606
One inch, tares men*,
blood and mucous surfaces ,of the The pill that will, will fill the bill,
on in the night. Give frequeutsmall
900
One inch, six months. .......... .
Deposits
51,865 17
Without a gripe,
ism system. They offer one hundred
One inch, one year
doses of Ballard's Horehound Syrup
^additiodal rates may be had by applies- dollars for any case it fails to cure. To cleanse the liver,without a quiver
Total
Boa 101111111.
$74,145 48 and apply Ballard's Snow Liniment
Send for circulars and testimonials.
non at the *Os.
Take one at night.
externally to the throat. 25c. 50e,
Owe
Transient advertising mast be paid tor In
Address: F. .T. CHENEY & Co., DeWitt's Little
advantie.
$1.
Early
Sold
by Ray; & Fowler.
Risers are
Charges for yearly advertisements will be Toledo, Ohio.
small, easy to take, easy and gentle
°limited quarterly.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
In effect, yet they are so certain in
all advertisements inserted without speeTake Hall's Family Pills for con- results that no
No Pity Shown.
one who uses them is
ded time will be charged for uatu ordered
stipation.
Out.
"For years fate was after me condisappointed.
For
quick
relief
from
Deaths,
AII11011A06.111•D 11 01 Marriages and
tinuously" writes F A Oulledge,Vernot exceeding a,.lines, and notices of
The Filipinos, now touring the biliousness, sick headache, torpid
pvaching published gratis.
bents, Ala."I had a terrible case of
Russellville, Ky.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respeot, country demand at every opportu- liver, Jaundice, dizziness and all
oderher similar notion.dv.*tints per line
troubles arising from an inactive, Collegiate, Classical and Scientific piles causing 24 tumors. When all
emetass
nity "either independence or state- sluggish liver, Early
ITAIIISIN,
Risers are une- Courses. Able faculty. Laboratory else failed Bucklen's Arnica Sabre
hood." Whitelaw Reid says inde- qualed. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
equal to all demands. 30 acres cured ine."Equally good for burrs
pendence is preferable.
ground. New gymnasium, tennis and all aches and pains. Only 25c at
Nothing has ever equalled, it
Who Can Beat It?
courts, croqiiet grounds, electric L L Elgin and Cook & Higgins.
Nothing can ever surpass it'
Cured of Chronic Diarrhoea
For Congress,
lights. Special attention to boardHON. A. 0. STANLEY,
After Ten Years of Suffering The friends of Mr. Jeff Garrott are ing department. Tuition fee to minAn IlUat
of Henderson.
Men.
"I wish to say a few words in claiming he is the most suecessful isters' sons and licentiates. Expen"is r true ti.e Jury disagreed in that
praise of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- wheat raiser
ses
mt.derate.
Next
session
begins murder ease?"
in the county. Twelve
Ttie president has had to seriously era and
Diarrhoea remedy," says
Sept. 1, 1904. For catalogue address
"Yes; they say there was one blamed
reprimand his secretary of the inter- Mrs. Mettle Burge, of Martinsville, acres of wheat on his farm in the
Was. H. HARRISON.
crank that held out for convictin' the,
Pembroke
vicinity
averaged
80 bush- daeod&w to eep 2d
ior about the Flathead agency ands4 Va. .1 suffered from chronic diarman who done the litillin'."-Ohlyagg
President.
Oitarrirg
adiniaria
Tribune.
other irregularities and it is again rhoea for ten years and during that els to the acre.
time
tried
various
medicines
without
rumored that Mr. Hitet•eock will
•
A Perfect For All Throat and
Indigestion.
obtaining any permanent relief. Last
Baseball Players and Foot
resign. Senators Hale, Hoar, Teller summer one
Cure:
Lung Trouble..
With its companions, heart burn.
of my children was takwow book if It Pima. Trial illatties
Racers!
and Platt who so rouudly condemn- en with cholera motbus, and I pro- flatulence,torpidity of the liver, con•
J. Kruger,ex-champion long
ed the secretary last winter on the cured a bottle of this remedy. Only stipation, palpitation of the heart,
distance foot racer of Germany and
floor of the senate are reeponsiple two doses were requited to Live her poor blood, headache and other nervHolland, writes, Oct. 27th, 1901:
Health
entire relief. I then decided to try ous symptoms, sallow skin, foul
for the contemplated change.
"Dut ing my training of eight weeks'
the medicine myself, and did not use tongue, effeusive breath and a legion
To keep clean means to have
foot recee at Salt Lake City, in April
all of one bottle,before I was well of other ailments, is at once the most
good health. Therefore every
lest, I used Ballard's Snow Liniment
The president addresses Paul Mor- and I have never since been trou'ulsd widespread and
destrubtive
one
should
malady
take
the
greatest
to my greatest satisfaction. Therewith
ton as an old sea dog and then sends say that complaint. One can not among the American people. The
care
lo their toilet and use the
fore, I highly recommend Snow Lintoo moot) in favor Of that woniment to all who are troubled with
Admiral Dewey with him down to cierful medicine" This remedy is Herbine treatment will cure ail these
sprains,
bruises or rheumatism." 25e,
fer
troubles.
50c
bottle.
pale
L.
by
Elgin.
L.
Sold by Ray &
the navy yard to point out the dif60c. $1.00 bottle, Sold by Ray &
Fowler.
Quick
Painless!
Just look over these:
Fowler.
ferences between an anchor and a
Sold Tobacco Here.
Safe
!
Wash
Rags
10c
catamaran.
Bath Mitts
Wm.S. flowery, of Hopkinsville,
S P. Elgin and J. F. Barnett fin
25c
Bath Brushes
was here Tuesday. Mr. Lowery is
86c
Is Secretazy Root an ingrate? boiled delivering their crops of tobacRubber Sponges
50c greatly intereeted in mining. At
(From Saturday's Daily)
'When he left the war department co last week. They raised 15.566
Toilet Water.
26c present he spends his time in Marion
Quite a good deal of interest was
the president fervently embraced pounds ou 12 acres of teed and sold it
Violet Toilet Ammonia
10c and Hopkineville. He is connected
Talcum Powder
him, harrabed lot him, and sent a to the Imperial Tobacco company. of created oo the streets 'set night and
10 to 25c with the West Kentucky Mining That Fit Well! Look W01114
'
Toilet Soaps of all Kinds
company and predicts great success
squadron of cavalry to escort him to Hepk'townie, at six cents, leaf, lugs this morning by a strange man walkWear
Well!
and Prices.
for the mines in Christian cony ty the depot. But the illustrious man and trash tied in stemming hands ing up the street trundling a curious
Don't fail to give us a call.
Marion Press.
went right off and made a speech to and in stemming order. This ie the kind of wheelbarrow. The man was
J.
A.
Owens,
of
Atlanta,
Gs.,
and
he
Yale warning the students soling best price realized by anyone for
Working Night and Day.
usurpation ef public officials, saying their c opedici the best average made If walking to St. Louis with his
The
busiest and mightiest little
Druggists
.
"Phi more frequently men wno hold by anyone in this part, of the coun- wheelbarrow ou a wager of five hun- Both
thing that ever, was made is Dr.
i Home, 1216.
ty.- Fairview Review.
dollars
dred
that
he will average Phones Cumberland, 58.
great power in office are permitted
King's New Life Pills. These pills Is what we make of all our
to override the limitations imposed
CURES BLOOD:POISON, twenty miles per day. When he ei-e++++++++++++++++++4•-•++ change weakness into strength, list- crown and bridge work.
lessness into energy, brain fag into
by law upon their powers, the more CANCERS, ULCERS, ECZEMA, reached here his ceclometer regismental power. There're wonderful
Rstablialied 1864
tered 386 miles and he says he is
CARBUNCLES,ETC. MEDIdifficult it becomes to question any.
in building up the health. Only 2.6c.
40 years successful record.
about
CINL
seventy
FREE.
miles ahead on his avSold by I. L Elgin and Cook & Higthey du: and the people, each
gins.
If you have offensive pimples or erage so far. He left Atlanta about
one weak in himself, and unable to
et upt ions, ulcers on any part of the three weeks ago and is accompanied
cope with powerful officers, who re- body,
aching bones or joints, falling
Next to Cool t House. Hopkins',
gard hey questioning of their acts as hair, mucous patches,swollen glands by Mr. M. B. Duke. Incidentally he
Ky. Phone 168-3.
,
an atft,,tit, gradually lose the habit7 skit. Itches and burns, sore lips or has his barrow covered with adverThe
Business
Great
Training
tisements
which
will
net
gums,
eating,
him
a nice
festering sores, sharp,
of holding such officers accountable
And the Seashore, Aug. 13.
School of Louisville
and ultimately practically surrender gnawing pains, then you suffer from income.
A Tour of Education.
serious blood poison or the beginning
the right to hold them accountable." of
offers the latest and best
deadly cancer. You may be perR.
C.
Hardwick
methods, and the most comIt is supposed that the president manently oured by taking Botanic
asks the readers of this paper who
plete course of study in
The personally1 conducted excurimmediately sent Cortelyou to Ro t Blood Balm (B B B) made especial- are
suffering with indigestion or dyssion to Old Point Comfort, in charge
ly
to
cure
the
worse
cases
of biJod pepsia to call on nim at once and get
to ssk him if he said it.
of Mr. W. A. Wilgus, S. P. Ae will
and skin diseases. It kills the pois- a bottle
of Kodol Dyspepala Cure. If
be run Saturday. August 13th, via
on
in
the
blood
thereby
giving
a
Republicans pledge themselves to
you knew the value of Ole remedy
connecting lines and C.& 0. railway
healthy blood supply to the affected as we
know it, you would not suffer
change the tariff"from Mine to time."
Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewrit- from Hopkinsville on regular train,
parts, heals every sore or ulcer, even another
day. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
connecting with the Seashore Special,
But they forget to say whether to deadly cancer, stops all
. ing and other Drenches
aches and Is a thorough digestant aud tissueleaving Louisville front union depot
lower or higher rates, and when pains and reduces all swellings. Bo(OWENSBORO, - KENTUCKY.
Pertaining to a
foot of Seventh street, at 6:00 p. m.
tanic Blood Balm cures all malig- building tonic as well. It is endors"time to time" gets here.
nant blood troubles, such as eczema, ed personally by hendreds of people
The round trip to Old Point Comfort
EDUCATION.
BUSINESS
scabs and scales, pimples, running whom It has eared of indigestion,
is only $17.15, and the tickets are
BIGGER BRIGHTER
Able and experienced teachers.
Mr. Roosevelt is superlative or sores, carbuncles, scrofula, etc. Es- dyspepeia, palpitation of the heart
good until August 28th.
pecially advised for all obstinate
ank stomach troubles generally. Ko- School open the entire year.
nothing. All his geese are swans. eases that have reached the
the
most
This
is
popular outing ofBETTER
secStudents may enter at any time.
fered the traveling public. Grand
When he drops out members of hie ond or third stage. Druggists, $1.00. dol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
Tc prove it cures, sample of Blood eat. It is pleasant, palatable and ELEGANT CATALOGUE FREE and beautiful scenery, invigorating
cabinet he publicly announces that Balm sent free and piepaid by writMATCHLESS
strengthening.
mountain air, surf-bathing, ocean
they are the greatest of their kind ing Blood Balm Co.. Atlanta, Ga.
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
voyage, palatial hotel entertainment
Describe trouble and tree medical
N. E. our. 21 and Walnut Sts.
PROGRAMME
ever known. Root was the most advice sent in sealed letter. Sold by SENT !TEE
and a visit to the capital. Stopover
R C Hardwick.
privileges allowed returning.
Louisville;fiv.
secretary
ever
remarkable war
to housekeepers
AUG...__Altar
.4121,
Delightful side trips at low rates.
known, and now he Qays Knox has
Every attention and courtesy will be
Hunter
Wood,
Wood
Hunter
Jr
left "a deeper mark for good on the
extermed to ladies traveling alone.
First-class feed stable.
Hunter Wood 41:Son
Graduated Veterinary
country's development" than any of
Choice of routes returning, between
Reduced rates Jn all P4I
Attys-atLavv.
Surgeon and:Dentist
Richmond and Clifton Forge, will be
74(1
his great and able predecessors.
Cook Book
Write to W.G. Amin,
Office In Hopperj Block upstairs given. For further
Treats all diseases of lornestiCated
telling now to pre„are dentist
particulars
and
for
Supt.,
That is, Knox throws into shade mats scientifically and performs all opact
ill
handsome
Bank.
Planters
over
caatid delicious dishes.
tions known to the veterinary profesilou.
book that tells you all OM
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY sleeping car space, address W. A.
hopelessly William Wirt, Roger B. Office at Curtis likerritt's Livery Stab 0,
Address titbit Co., P.0 Box 27 8
Street,
Ninth
isrSpecial attention to oases in Wilgus, S. P. A., Hopkinsville, Ky.,
near t. & N. depot
East
Absolutely free.
Edmund
Taney, William Pinkney,
New Ifoik
litopkinsville. KY.
bankruptcy.
ior call on T. E. Bartley.
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TENNESSEE CENTRAL
RAILROAD

my FORMED

PARTISAN RANGERS.
Of the Confederate

IN THE PRITHILE

Kentucky Growers.

President W. B. Hawkins, of the
Burley Tobacco Growers association
has issued a call for a mass meeting
of the members of the organization,
RIG CHAUTAUQUA INTERto be held at the court house in LexTAIMINT ATOWENSBORO
ington, July 19th, at which time the
plans of the association will be discussed.
Celebrated Speakers Will An-attempt was made last year to
Hold Joint Debates.- Many control the Burley crop, but it was
abortive. Another attempt will be
Attractions.
made this year to accomplish the
same purpose.

NOMINEE H.8.01115

Army.
The new short line to and from all TO runnispi PEMBROKE
A PIN PICTURE OF NEXT
Eastern points including New York,
WATER AND LICHT&
"Partisan Rangers of the Con fedBaste& Philadelphia and Baltimore.
VICE PRESIDENT.
A fast freight service by daily packerate Army" is the title of new book
▪ oars in oonneotion with the Ashof the great Civil War which has
ville Line, the Virginia-Tennessee & Articles
of lnoorporation just been established.
Georgia Air Line, and the Richmond
Began Life As Poor Boy
It will deeply interest the Confed*Comilla Dispatch.
riled Here.-020,000
Wass Railroad Brakeman
The new line "Harriman Route"
erate veterans and Southern citizens
Capital Stock.
patronage
aslicim
When a Young Man.
and
especially the people of this re('If attention
gu
:
rn
blitifficilltig of your business. See that
gion, in which operations of the
ybor shipments are ordered and that
Rangers took place.
yttnr bills of lading read via either
(From Saturday's Daily)
The New Era has received a handof the above lines in care of the TenThe Ladies Confederate Memorial
Henry Garisoway Davis, of West
Night Was Her Terror.
nessee Central railroad.
Articles of incorporation were
official program of the series of
some
association
have
a number of copies
For further information apply to
Virginia, nominated for vice priest"I
would
cough
night
nearly
all
filed this morning for the Pembroke
Z. R. HINTON, Traffic Agent,
of the book for sale and they may be entertainments to be given at the long," writes Mrs Chas Applegate, of dent, completed min 1888 his second
Nashville, Tenu.
Light, Power and Water company.
secured from Mrs. L. McF. Blake- 7 Hills Chautauqua,Owensboro,KY, Alexandria, Ind.,"and could hardly full term in the United States se:0W
or to H. D. PETTUS,
The capital stock is placed at $20,get any sleep. I had consumption so
more, the president, and from mem- this season, beginning August 4th
General Agent,
Re was born in Howard county,Md.,
bad that if I walked a block I would
000 divided into two hundred shares
and continuing to the 19th.
Clarksville, Tenn.
eodtf
on November 16, 1828. After getting
bers of the association.
cough
frightfully
and spit blood,but,
of $100.
The incorporators are
The attractions are varied and nu"Partisan Rangers" is a narrative
when all other medicines failed, a village school education he was
Messrs. R. W. Downer, P. E. Downmerous,
best
some
the
of
of
which
of the operations of a body of cavalry
three $1 bottlts of Dr. King's New compelled to go to work to earn his
er, Land Z. T. Rawlins, T.D.Jameand its associates, illustrated by per- are "Castles in the Air," by Gov. Bob Discovery wholly cured me and
living. He went to work on a farm
son, K.P. Cross, J. T. Garnett and
sonal sketches of its officers and Taylor, August 6th., and the joint gained 68 pounds." It's absolutely and stuck to that until be was twosto cuse coughs, colds,
Effective Sunday June 5th. Isaac Garrott. The incorporation is men, whose deeds of daring advent- debate between Gen. Grosvenor, the guaranteed
lagrippe, bronchitis and all Throat ty years old.
for fifty years. The affairs of the
congressman,
Ohio
and
Champ
Clark,
Then he became a brakeman on the
and Lung troubles. Price 60c and
TRAIN NO. I. Passenger—Daily. company shall be managed by a ure will fascinate the reader. Yet
Lv. Hopkinsville
6.15 a m
it is a true history, told in simple, the noted Missouri statesman, Au- $1. Trial bottle free at L L Elgin& Baltimore & Ohio railroad. He was
Ar. Clarkaville
7.19 a m board of directors consisting of five
gust 8th.
and Cook & Higgin's drug stores.
promoted to be a conductor and then
As. Ashland City
8.16 am stockholders,a president and a sec- vigorous style.
Prof. and Mrs. Rucker Adams, who
Ar. Nashville
9.15 am
This story of -The Partisan Rang
to a division agent, remaining in the
Pleased With Ticket.
retary and treasurer to be elected by
ers," under the command of General are well known here, will have
railroad business as an employe tote-,
TRAIN NO 8. Daily—Passenger.
directors.
The
the
be
election
shall
LT. Hopkinsville
410 p m
Adam R. Johnson, is a most impor- charge ot the physical cultive class.
years all together. In 1858 he
teeu
From
Tuesdays
Daily.
Ar. Clarksville
5.88 pm held the first Tuesday in August of
Those interested in these hightant contribution to the history of the
A:26 pm
. 'Ar. Ashland City
Former Congressman John D. secured an interest in a coal mine
710 pin each year. The liability of the com- War Between the States and should class entertainments, which can be
Ar. Nashville
Clardy, of Newstead, was in Vie city and in the Piedmont National bank,
exceed $10,000. The
TRAINtilARRIVE At Hopkinsville pany shall not
find a place on the shelves of all enjoyed at a small cost, should send today. He expresses himself as high- of which he is now the president,and
12:01 p. m corporation is formed for the purNo. 4—Daily..
the public libraries of the country, for the Chautauqua booklet, which ly pleased with the action
916 p. m pose of supplying the town of
No. 2—Daily
of the which is now called the Davis NaPemand
should be in the hands of every is mailed free. Address, W. G. Ar- Democratic National convention in tional bank.
Mixed Trains, Daily except Sunday. broke and vicinity with electric
He was also until recently presireader interested in all that pertains cher, Supt., Owensboro, Ky.
No.96, arrives Hopkinsville 2:00 p.m
nominating Parker and Davis, and
No 96, leaves Hopkinsville 8:00 p m lights and water, which are nowjfur- to that war. At the same
The 7 Hills Chautauqua is spoken
dent
of the West Virginia Central
time
it
is
thinks
Judge Parker's famous deIC. H. HINTON, E. 54. Sinenwoor nished by Mr. Cross.
Agent.
teeming with thrilling incidents of of as the Kentucky Paradise. Among spatch proves the perfect
Pittsburg
Traffic Manager.
Railroad company, which
honesty
Naehville,Tenn.
Bopkinevtile,Ky
heroic deeds in battle and skirmish, its attractive features are pure wa- and candor of the man. He regards he projected, and of the Piedmont
A WISE ACTION,
ter, electric lights, macadam drives, the
When Judge Parker caused it to general engagements, hand-to-band
prospects of Democratic success & Cumberland railroad. His first
lagoon for boating. bowling alley,
fights,
hair-breadth
escapes,
imprisas
exceedingly
convention
that he
be known to the
good. "If we can't entrance into polities was in 1865,
Illinois
athletic field, steel auwin with this ticket," said Dr. Clar- when he was sleeted to the Virginia
Control regards "the gold standard as firmly onments—making a book to hold the tennis court,
Railroad and irrevocably established" and attention of the reader from begin- ditorium, Cumberland Presbyterian, dy,"we couldn't win with any.", house of delegates. He was a deleMethodist and Baptist club houses,
gate from West Virginia to theDem)
that he will "act accordingly" if ning to end.
On the Streets.
The introduction contains a histo- beautiful private cottages, modern
ocratio national conventions of 1888
elected, he did a proper and manly
dining hall and concessions buildthing. There has never been any dis- ry of seven years of Texas Frontier
The street gang's latest recruit is and 1872, the first in New York and
Life
and Conflicts with the Indians ing and the new Chautauqua lodge, Wiley Caudle, col. He had a fuss the other in Baltimore. In 1866 he
pute as to his views on the money
' Erectfve Sunday, April 3rd question. The convention knew that of the Southwest prior to the Civil (European plan.)
with another negro in a saloon and was elected to the state senate of
NO.838, DAILY.
threw
a beer bottle at him. Wiley West Virginia and be was reelected
War.
HopkinsvIlle
6.4e a re he was in favor of the gold standard,
will be made useful for 273 days.
es Princeton.,
7.40 a m although he twice voted for Bryan. Then follow chapters on such subin 1870. In the same year he was
"
Paducah
9.25 a m
• le
elected United States senator from
Cairo
11:85 am He was nominated under no misap- jects as—
Scouting under Forrept.
St. Louis
West Virginia to succeed W.T. Wip sn6:10 prehension so far as his views are
STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
Chicago ..........10:50 p in concerned, and if the acknowledged
Secret Expedition of Two Men into
ley,
Republican. He was re elected
played won lost pet
in
1876
and declined a third term
tact of the establishment of the gold Kentucky and Organization of the PAducah
NO.884, DAILY
19
66
37
660
Leaves Hopkinsville
12:45 a m basis had been left in the platform Partisan Rangers.
when
his
second expired in 1883.
Cairo
69
627
22
37
Axekres Princeton
1:66 pm
Unique Campaign of the Partisan Clarksville
He was one of the delegates to the
there would not have been occasion
Henderson.
6:00
p
m
29
68
500
29
•
" Evansville.
6:46 p m for Judge Parker to say a word until Rangers.
Pan-A merioan congress and a memHopkinsville 61
28
33
469
rineeton
2:06 p to
Raiding
and
Scouting
ber of the United States Intercontiwith
Morae
came
write
letter
to
his
of
acceptHenderson
60
es Louisville
28
37
388
7:00 p
nental
Railroad company. In 1868
Prineetou
218 p m ance. Bat the platform is silent on gan.
Vincennes
22
68
86
879
Paducah.
4.16 p m the subject, and Judge Parker, with
The Raid Through Indiana and
Mr. Davis married Miss Kate A.
Memphis.
10:50 p m
AT HENDERSON.
Banta, daughtei of Judge Gideon
New 0,1e4ns
10:00 a m a scrupulous sense of fairness, felt Ohio.
Henderson, Ky.. July 12.—HopAuthentic Narrative of Morgan's
— —i
Bentz, of Frederick, Md.
that it would be proper to notify the
NO 840 DAILY
Escape from the Ohio Penitentiary kinsville yesterday won her fourth
Loaves Hopkinsville
4:30 pm convention of his position in the cirPrinceton
consecutive game from Henderson,
6:801u cumstances, so that if it was not sat- by an Officer Who Planned It.
rinceton
217 am isfactory the convention might nomPlan to Release Confederate Pris- and three of them count in the perLouisville.
7:50 a m
oners of War from "Camp Douglas" centage column. The visiting team
Princeton
215 a m inate another man.
es Memphis
8.30 a m
There was no attempt at dictation, and "Camp Morton," Federal War played faultlessly in the field and
New Orleans
7.66 p m
no evasion, no waiting until the con- Prisons, by one of the Leaders of the batted splendidly at opportune times.
Willing to Quit War If She
The score:
/41111 daily ar.Hopkinsville 9:40a m vention adjourned before speaking Enterprise.
WE HAVE THREE
Cots All She Wants.
daily arrives " 8:50 p m
"The Forlorn Hope," or Last Hopkinsville
6 12 0
(Cablegram.)
ISTERED
daily, arrives " 10:26 p a. out. The silence of the platform
2 6 2
BERLIN, July 12.:—It is announccaused him to speak promptly. Struggle in Kentucky—a strategic Henderson
P.tr. Harlow. D. P. A,
PHARMACI
STS
14111110ville, Ky. E. M.Sherwood, When the convention understood his movement of great historic interest.
Batteries—Alexander and Collins;
ed here on the highest authority that
Agt., Hopkinsviii•
Kubitz
and Downing. Umpire, Zin- And guaranteee all Drugs Japan is ready to cease hostilities if
The
concluding
chapter narrates
message and the spirit in which it
to be the Purest and allowed to annex Korea and if Mauwas sent, it expressed no dissatisfac- the life and services of General kan.
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Fair Excursion Rates
tion, and the convention adjourned Adam R. Johnson the commander of
Over the I. C.

of the Louisiana Par- without any misunderstanding or the Partisan Rangers throughout the
Exposition, the Illinois Can- excuse for misapprehension
on its war, who, rendered totally blind by
Railroad Company will sell
a pistol shot during the letter days
trip tickets to St. Louis as tot- part or the part of the nominee.
lilt was to be stricken out it. would of the war, has ever since its close
April 26th to November
have been better it no reference to taken an active part in civil affairs
16th, limited to Den. 15...$12.26
the undisputed fact as to the gold
WIlds-Merlwether.
Item April 25th., to Nov.80th.,
and conducted business with the en• •' limited to 60 days from
basis had been make. Thero are
The Wickliffe Yeoma says:
ergy
success
and
that
characterized
date of sale. but not later
thousands of earnest believers in the
At Merirnent. near Trenton, Ky.,
than Dec. 16th
$10.20
gold standard who are perfectly his military operations.
From April 26th, to Nov.30th,
at 6 o'clock Wednesday evening,
limited to 10 days from
willing to accept the platform as it
July 6, 1904, at the country home of
• date of sale
$ 9.85
All tickets will be limited to con- Is, even without any expression from
the bride's mother, Geo. B. Wilds,
tiarous peonage in both directions. Parker. Indeed, many of them preJr., and Miss Margaret Douglas,
E. M. Sherwood. Agent. fer the platform as
it is rather than
daughter of Mrs. Carrie Ferguson
ewer Excursion Rates. as it was first drafted. But after the
Merfwether, were united in Mareneinge May 15th, and con- matter had been referred to and
until pt. OM. the Illinois
Your Money Back If Hyornel Does riage, Rev. J. M. Gordon officiating.
*111 sell round trip tickets as then eliminated a violent protest
Not Cure You.
came from leading Democratic paEvents at Cadiz.
Cerulean Springs
80c
Hyomei
"Use
and be cured of capers
in the east and emphatic asser$1.70
Mrs. A. P. White entertained yes• toDeirson Springs
tarrh," is what all who have tried it
TO Crittenden Springs 3.26
tions made to the effect that the for
that disease say to their friends. terday afternoon from six to seven'Grayson Springs
6.80
tiekets will be limited to Oct. party would lose thousands of votes
It is the easiest thing in the world -thirty in honor of the Misses Caruthwhere they are most needed. Judge to stop catarrh at its beginning if ers, of Elkton, and Miss Kate
Quick,
Parker's, declaration will remedy
sell
Illinote Central will
round such weakness in the platform. con- you use Hyomol. Just breathe the of Hopkinsville....Miss Kate Cren•
health-giving, balsamic air for a few
tiokets on each Wednesday and
sy during the vonth of June, ceding that it is a weakness. His minutes and your catarrh will be shaw and Miss Julia Street gave a
boating party last Friday evening.
,August and September to Ha emphatic dmlaratiou, made known cured. In the worst cases of
this
, Ark., at rate of $16 00 and to the convention, should satisfy any
The
Misses Caruthers, of Elkton,and
disease,
chronic
or
acute,
Hyomei
do illareka Springs. Are., at rate of advocate of the gold standard. It
used four or five times a day is all Miss Kate Quick, of Hopkinsville,
g11.40. Return limit 60 days from
leaves no reason or excuse for bolt- that is needed to soon effect a cure. were
datoot sale.
the guests of honor.—Cadiz Reing on this Deere. It was a wise act In this city and neighboring towns, cord.
Ant on Judge Parker's part, and in- there are hundreds who can testify
to the remarkable powers of Hyomei
dicates his courage, his honesty, and
Wed Sunday.
to cure catarrh.
Many of the
his sound judgment.—Nashville stanchest friends of this
The following cards have been.reremedy toAmerican.
day began its use with little hope oeived here:
that they would be cured, but as L. Dr. and Mrs.W.T.6foNary announce
WANTED—Lady or gentlemen of L. Elgin offered to refund the money
the marriage of their daughter,
fair education to travel for a firm of If it did not cure, they decided to
try it on that plan, and Were soon
Aileen,
$1501000 capital. Salary, $1,071 per restored to health.
to
year and expenses; paid weekly. AdJII9J76 90.
dress H.Percival, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Walter Powers.
11000unt

CHOKING CATARRH CURED,
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°brie is returned to China.
Freshest.
Complete stock Squibbs',
There is practically nothing in the
Upjohns, Parke, way of the occupation of New
Davis & Co.'s and Warn- Chwang by the Japanese foroes.
pole & Co.'s Chemicals. There is some doubt as to where the
Nothing but the best Russian forces will concentrate, but
used and every thing it it probably will be at Ma Cheng
or Liao Yang.
guaranteed to be as your The military authorities at St. Pedoctor orders.
tersburg say the Russian losses at
Kai Chou did not exceed 200, and
LET US COMPOUND that
the engagement was merely a
series of skirmishes. Heavy firing is
YOUR
reported to have been heard from
Port Arthur. Japanese vessels are
PRESCRIPTIONS! said to have been seen off Kai Chou,

WE ARE SOLE
AGENTS FOR

Payne's
Remedies

14TENTS
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Sunday,July tenth, nineteen hundred sad font,liadleosviUt,
KeStsaky.

where they are keeping in couch
with the land forces.

TRAGEDY AT LEXINGTON.
(Special to New Era.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., • July 12.—
James Doyle was shot and instantly
killed by Henry Thompson, aged 19
years, in a saloon here last night.
The quarrel arose over a card game,
in which Doyle insinuated that
Thompson was cheating, and struck
Thompson. Thompson left and returned with a pistol and fixed two
shots. Doyle died instantly.

Sells
Drugs
•

Resigns Pastorate.
The Rev. W.H.Pinkerton, pastor
of the First Christian church at Paducah, has tendered his resignation,

effective November 1. Re Ism Mode
no future plans.

{LI
GHT
Aid Flier's(slog

rtiffififfiRMING LOYALTY TO
NICER AND NOMINATING DAVIS
NATIONAL CONVENTION ADJOURNS
Session Seturday Night Was One of the Most Remarkable
In History.—Telegram :From Presidential Candidate
Announces Clearly His Position on Money Question,and Delegates Accept:His Declare:Won by Overwhelming Majority.

TICKET WILOWEEP COUNTRY IN NOVEMBER.
(Special to New Era.)
mated before adjournment.
ST. LOUIS, July 11.—Judge ParkA. B.PARKER"
er is doubly the nominee of the DemThe convention's reply to Judge,
ocratic party for the presidency. He Parker was as follows:
has been nominated once on his rep- ''The platform adopted by this conutation and the guarantees of his vention Is silent on the question of
friends and a second time on his own monetary standard because it is not
presentation of character before the regarded by us as a possible issue in
assembled national Democracy. It this campaign, and only campaign
was as if he stood before the Demo issues were mentioned in the plat°rabic party with a bold presentation form. Therefore, there is nothing in

TIMM,CODIPLIMM141
IN 10 DAYS, USE

wreck ahead sure.

ness.

The proposed reply stating that the
Think back a year and notice how
convention
- was aware of Judge
the sick spells grow on yhu instead
Parker's financial views when it tenof getting less.
You are running into nervous pros- dered him the nomination, and that
tration or some fixed disease abso- his declaration did not make him
lutely certain, and when it suddenly less acceptable as a candidate, was
takes full possession you will find read by Senator Tillman, who, with

nothing,absolutely nothing,in drugs John Sharp Williams, urged its
that will heel you. Nature demands adoption in the :eterest of harmony.
William Jennings Bryan, who
penalty for the daily hurt to the
The daughter of an eminent physician
arose
from a sick bed to return to the
nerve centres by coffee,and you must
Writes:
Jan 11, 1904
convention at the critical moment,
Gentlemen -- I have used iestinota and pay the full price.
Zgyptian Cream for a year or two and nu.
A physician of Cornwall,Ont.,says opposed the proposed message on the
hesitatingly recommend them as the finest
preparations I have ever used to remove of himself,"For years coffee was to ground that it would commit the
pimples, freckles or any other facial disco'.
nonvention to the gold standard.
me what rum is to the toper but
orations. They clear and beautify the 00111.
"If the convention had desired to
piesion as no other proparatIon will.
kept getting worse and worse in
Kra Evelyn Porter Ringwald.
indorse the gold standard," he dehealth.
"I antlered from continuous' ner- olared,"this could have been done
PARIS.
:
:
:
: TENN. vous twitching, insomnia, restless, In the platform."
Sold in Hopkineville by L.L.
Great excitement prevailed during
Thernas & Trahern and Cook miserable nights, nerves all gone.
Higgins.
Craving for cdffee was intense but it the early hours of the night session,
inwf
pat me lower and lower in health. and the unexpected appearance of
flomething must be done, so I tried Bryan intensified this Into a feelirg
leaving off tne coffee and using Pos- approaching frenzy.

NATIONAL TOILET CO.,

Em

turn Food Coffee. The first trial
wife and I were both disgusted for

we were careless In brewing it, but
we went carefully Into the subject of
preparing Postona and found we had
only allowed It to brew about Ave
minute', and that won't make good
Postum. So next time it was boiled

Bryan Speaks Again.
Gaining the platform a seuond time

after Senator Carmaok bad spoken,
Mr. Bryan mowed to amend the proposed , message by adding detailed
queries as to Judge Parker's financial
beliefs.

This brought spirited censure from
fall fifteen minutes after boiling be- John Sharp Williams who declared
gan, then served with good cream that Bryan, alone of all the men in
and it was toothsome and delicious. convention, was working against
That marked the beginning of my party harmony.

THE,SAFEST WAY
Ti the best. The modern bank check
ha* superseded cash In the settlement of accounts.
This eliminates all chances of ertors and disputes. Also danger of
loss.
Deposit the income from all sources
with the

Planters Bank & Trust Co
It will be absolutely safe in the
fire and burglar-proof vaults. Draw
on the balance when funds are required.
Transact all
business
through the bank. Much time and
trouble will be saved

AC-

The vice presidential candidate is
eighty-one years old and is a multimillion•ire, his fortune being made
largely in the coal and oil fields of
West Virginia. He is the father.inlaw of Stephen B. Elkins,his Republican successor in the Unit- d States
senate, and •cousin of Senator Arthur P.(.Iorman, of Maryland.

STR W HAT
Slaughtered!

MUD LEAGUE.
Guthrie, Ky., July 11.—In an exciting game here Saturday between

Will place all Straw
Hats at

Guthrie and Pembroke, the former
wou,9 to 2.
Batteries—Guthrie, Mimms and
Grady; Pembroke, Eggleston and
Barker. The features of the game

alf-Drice1
No Reserves, except Panamas,,th4
not go in this sale. Come early aft
get a fresh hat for the balance of t
season at one half its value:

ri"monfivitithi"Amiwwww

at ones so that another may be nom- convention had witnessed.
Received by William F. Sheenan
TUNINC•PHYSICIAN
of the New York delegation, its conlie Cot Out, and Then In tents became known while the viceTune.
presidential c(ntest was in progress
yesterday
afternoon,and immediateIf coffee has you where your nerves
demand it each morning you have a ly took precedence of all other busi-

A

lection unanimous was loudly
claimed.

were the torrillo hitting of Guthrie,
and the excellent work of M hums in
the box.
The above teams are metribms of
the Mud League, which was organized about a month ago, and is composed of Guthrie, Pembroke, Alleuevine, Russellville, Oakland and
Adams Station, Tenn. Owing to the
weakness of the Adams team, howof himself aua was accepted for gord the views expressed by you in the ever, it is thought her franchise will
be transferred to Pinchem, Ky.
and all, for now and for his lifetime telegram just received which would
preclude a tman entertaining them
as•great party leader.
HATFIELD PARDONED.
Alton B. Parker is a moral hero from accepting•nomination on said
tldpecial to New Kra.)
and a mighty figure in the nation. platform "
FRANKFORT, Ky., July 11.—
'Friend and foe now concede that a
Davis Nominated.
Acting Gov. Thorne has granted a
noble leadership has arisen.
After notifying Judge Parker tbet
pardon to Johnson Hatfield, one of
his belief in the gold standard, annText of Telegrams.
the survivors of the famous HatfieldJudge Parker, who was nominated ounced in the telegram read from the
McCoy feud who is now serving a
for president by the Democratic platform, did not disqualify him as
sentence in the penitentiary. The
national oonvention at 6 o'clock Sat- the presidential candidate of Demoreasons given for :he pardon are that
urday morning, sent the following cracy, the Democratic national conHatfield is in failing health and that
telegram Saturday afternoon to the vention early Sunday morning nomhe promises to leave toe state.
oonvent1on through
William F. inated ex-Senator Henry G. Davie
Shells's,of the New York delegation: of West Virginia for. vice-president
"To the Hon. W. F. Sheehan, Jet- and adjourned.
hi.. hotel, St. Louis, Me.: I reAdjournment was reached at 1:80
gard the gold standard as firmly and after a closing session of five .hours.
irrevocably established, and shall
The vice-presidential nomination,

sot accordingly if the actioa of the for which the way had been r repared
OeSATINOLA •• convention of today shall be
ratiled by Dominating speeches at Saturday'
by the people. As the platform' is afternoon's session, was the work of
silent on the subject, my views but a few minutes.should be made known to the cons
The Parker telegram, deetined to
"Dation, and if they prove to be un- become famous among American posatiefaittory Co the majority I request litical documents, was the fiery spith
you to decline the nomination for me of the most ardent debate wnich the

FEW applications will remove tan or
sallowness and restore the beauty of
yeuth.
SATINGLA Is•new discovirry,guaranteed
and money refunded If it Mb to remove
Presides, Pimples, Liver elpots. Blackheads
Tan, Discolonittoneend Disfiguring Brow
Ilona. Ordinary oases In 10 days, the worse
in II days. After these detects are removed
the Skin will be soft, clear, healthy and
immiatiftil. Price 60e at drug 'stores or by
mail. Thousands of ladies testify to the
riaerite of iratinola.

Washington,and Senator W. A. Harris. of Kansas.
Davis secured 652 votes on the first
ballot, and a motion to make the se-

return to health. Now I sleep well,
the old twitching has disappeared,
and in short I sin well again. My
good wife has also been much bene•
fitted by leaving off coffee and using
Postum Food Coffee. We have abandoned the old coffee for all Hine."
Name given by Po-turn Co., Battle
Creek, Minh.
There's a reason why so many intelligent people and physicians drink
Postum instead of ordinary coffee.
Look in each pkg. for the famous
little book,"The Road to Wellville,"

Returning to the platform, Mr.
Bryan declared that he would withdraw his amendments in the interest
of htrinony.
The vote on the motion to send the
proposed reply to Judge Parker was:
Ayes, 774; noes, 191.

Those Named.
The candidates for the vice presidential nomination already named ,
were ox-Senator Davis, Congress-,I
man John It. Williams, of Illinois,
ex-Senator George E. Turner, of

fill and

Fertilizer Season
Farmers are by this time well
posted as to the formula of fertilizer best adapted to their respective farms. We hfindle
four brands that have been
tried here for ten or fifteen
years and found productive of
the best results.

Armour,
Ho estead,
Horseshoe,
Ox Brand.
These are the best and we ask that we be
given orders for same in time to include in
our shipment so no one will be left out.

Empire Drills
the best on the market. Hoe or disc,
plain or fertilizer.
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away a as-- eyes. Prein910311 finin kb—i117
the good aOtthe bad.oi7Ong Pasi 11•1*
dom. I have beA• tered away my life.
Was skeleton forms writhing In agony. 1 are flying swifter
than the winds
Not so fast, breitheir; not so fast. You Alter I looked at it a moment he said to throuith VOW*
seething brain. AyC
have flung your into the quagmire me: 'Scott, that hurts. I have tried all they are fiyihg as
swiftly as the panoof sin, but by
very words at de- ins life to put myself in the other fel- rama of bygone years in a second of
spair 1 know yoi are near to the king- low's plum. I have tried to help those time moves before the vision of a
dom. I have hid in my time much ex- In need and lighten the burdens of drowning man.
Your past sicknesses
perience with young men, and I have those less fortunate than myself. Yet. have changed
your feelings toward
sometimes found that, like the prodi- I auk, lucre lucid up to the gaze of the
God. The pain at your heart is warmgal who left his father's home for the world as a murderer of women and ing you that "God shall bring every
far country, many young men reared children. I tell you, it hurts.' And, work unto Judgment,
ForInfants an
with every se'
By Rev.
in the best of hornee have flung them- Mr. President, looking up into that cret thing,
whether it be good or
selves Into the seething whirlpool of manly face I saw the tears coursing whether it
Prink Dewitt Talmage.D.D.
be evil." This day—aye,
Rill. Hut these young men were like down his cheeks as he turned and elthis very minute—on account of that
the prodigal also in that they came leutly walked away."
past sick bed, "thou art not fur from
Los Angeles, CM., July 10.—The hack to their father's borne after they
You think worldly success can bring the kingdom of God."
had
spent
their all. The golden cords true happiness? If it could, why did
her in this sermon shows by MugIlleas of the Time.
kregetahle PrepstaionforAsMon and incident that true and en- of parental prayer are now tugging at it not bring happiness to James G.1 Almost saved! Yes, you are. I know
31milating theFOOdgadRegulahappiness and satisfaction are your heart. Vilest of sinners you may Blaine, the "Henry Clay" of the latter it. why? The many "signs of the
ling the Stomachs md.&wels ci
not to be found in worldly success, but have been; most heartless of wayward part of the past century? Murat Hal- time" tell us that hundreds and thouboys may have been your history, but Wad relates how he went to see Mr.
sands of immortal men and women
in sathracing the offer of salvation
today God Is calling; your dead moth- Blaine in the Fifth Avenue hotel, New
I NI IN I S.'
II littl.N
are now enrolling themselves as Chrisb Christ. The text Is Mark x11, er, your
redeemed mother, is calling; York. The death pallor was on his tian soldiers under the standard of the
"Thou art not far from the kingdom your broken hearted
father is calling: cheek. In a few weeks his broken cross. And there is a mighty propelPromoies Digestiheerrui"Come. come, come home! Oh, sinner. heart was to ceaselo beat_ Mr. Blaine
force in the power of numbers.
ness and Rest.Contains neither
What is to you the saddest word in come home!" Will you hear the cry? Sat looking into the blazing fire. Murat ling
We all marvel at the wonderful abilPpium.Motphine nor MineraL
the English language? Edgar Al- Way off in that far country of sin Halstead could not say a word. His ity of observation to which the trapNOTWARCOTIC.
"thou
art
heart
was too full. After the two pers and the hunters of old were able
not far from the kingdom of
Poe, that brilliant genius of Amerliterature, whose dissipations en- God." Thou art not far from Christ, friends sat thus for a short time, Mr. to train their visual powers. For days
him in a chamber of bor- but near, on account of your early Blaine heaved a deep sigh as he said, and weeks the Indian scouts were able
Jillag;wefaW10-504(ZeffIVIN1
"Oh, Halatend, I could have stood it
ghastly as that in which Thom- Christian home training.
to follow their enemies across the westAmpAi. Ansi
all if I had not loot my two boys." He
il.c..twares•
Don't
Ltoo
For
Yourself
Alone.
prairies.
twisted
- em u
blades of
By the
QUincey was compelled to live
Almielio
was finding then, as Hanna found, and
••
Almoat saved! ,Yes, you air. I know
grams and by other minute signs they
Aide Se,t
d whose raven of delirium tremens
as a host of famous men have found,
Ws death knell when be had it by the italaam leeks that are chis- that happfneds and true satisfaction were able to tell how many Indians
were in the war party ahead, how
eled In the weiddes of your face.
reached forty years Of ago, has
cannot be obtained from the world.
When you started out in life you
many horses and cattle and squaws
The world mierepresenti them, ridicules
made the word "nevermore" awful in
thought the height of a man's happiand papooses. During the Austroits eignidcance. In it we bear the
them and decries them, and, whether it
Prussian war in 1866 Archduke Joseph
ness could be estimated by the length
Apafect Remedy for Coat
blew* bird of demoniacal despair croakgives them its prime or not, it wounds
of his bank account. You thought the
of Amnia was warned of an imminent
lion Sour Stoinach,D* II
big a dirge. In it are beard the sobs
and tortures them.
worldwide area of his joy could be alnight attack by a gypsy Soldier who
%nos,Cormdsions,Feverislis
of breaking hearts and are seen the
Napplaess la Not Is Wealth,
ways circumscribed only by the hem.
was able to forme* the advance of the
fleas and Lossor SLIZP.
rabeellike horrors of a living charnel
Oh. rich man! I appeal to your ex- pursuing hosts by watching the birds
ispheric spread of his fame. But now
"Nevermore! Nevermore! NeePacSirielt Sit/naives Or
perience.
Have
you
not
experience
realised
that fly over the Austrian encampment
by bitter
you know that
r To many that word will alwealth and fame only bring added happiness is not in wealth? Have This soldier said to Prince Joseph:
the saddest of all words.
cares. You know that if a man lives there not come times in your life when "Your highness, birds sleep as well as
I Carlyle, the great English
for himself alone, if he does not seek you have felt that money and honor men, These birds would not be flying
t
and philosopher, the master of
the higher joys of the sou), if be does and power alike fail to eve you Natio- about at this time of night if they had
. sentences and prose masternot live for Christ, seeking also the faction? You are disappointed with not been disturbed. The enemy In
•
dipped his pen in the reddest of
welfare of his brother man, he can find your life. Turn to Christ, who says to large numbers is marching through the
when he wrote the word
such as you, "He that drinketh of the woods and has frightened them. There
DO happiness on earth at all.
The great author of the justI can imagine a scene in your life water that I shall give him shall never will soon be fighting on our front lines.'
philosophical dissertation which brought
its emptiness vividly thirst again." Come to him. Thou But, though hunters and trappers have
"The French Revolution" debefore you. Such scenes, varying in art not far from the kingdom of God. I almost miraculous seeing powers in
that the word "ought" is the
Alinont saved! Yes, I know it. Why? reference to the natural world, it does
their details, come to many a man, bidof all words. It has in it all ding
him pans. and consider what Is For weeks, perhaps, you have been ly- not take an inspired vision to see that
,birsli and reverberating voices'
the true purpose of life. Let me see: ing prostrate with a danerous sickness we are now living in a time of great
Pun the gamut of remorse. Car- Where
did this scene happen? In Chi- near the dividing line, the crossing of religious awakening. How elm can
von./.0.1•1W'S
den of the imperial force
cago. You are a wealthy merchant. which means the re-creation and the you account for the thousands who, as
word "ought" had In it the
You have come out on a visit to Los spiritualization and the redemption of converts, are giving their hearts to
of Sinai, and to the offender
Angeles. It was in Chicago, as near your life That sick bed means to you Jesus Christ under time consecrated lato duty it still sounded, minas I can make out, on a Saturday night, in a spiritual sense what an invalid's bors of the evangelistic conimittee of
the taunts of the fiends of the second week of January.
The 8..e bed ineant in a physical sense to him the Presbyterian church? How else
I inferno, deriding and mock. was burning brightly
Fir
on your office sick of the palsy who was laid at can you account for the wonderful
WI
miserable sufferer with the re- hearth. The table
iscoauxa ZnIr -111a
ramiLX7CepelleleginPillo
by your side was Christ's feet. In the second chapter of meetings of Campbell Morgan in Ameref the bites be might have en- Oiled with papers. The
JAMES F. BALLA
empicveee, Mark we read about the wonderful ica, and of Torrey and Alexander in
St.
;if be had done as be aught working ten hours a day,
sometimes incident which took place in Caper- Australia and England, and the crowdhave declared that the saddest think the employer entering his office ileum. No sooner did the people of ed schools for Bible study in Winona
Sold by Ray
IrOirler
"death."
is "gone," others
at 9 or 10 o'clock In the morning has a that city hear that Jesus had come and Northfield and Chautauqua and
tr." But today I want to very easy time. But long after the than the multitudes began to
gather Moody's institute of Chicago? Everyattention to another word busy beehive of the modern dry
goods about him. They crowded into the where the vital question is upon every
think is the saddest word ever emporium has stopped it
room
where
he was. They crowded lip, "What shall I then do with Jesus,
hum, and
hy man. It was that wiudi the tired little cash
girls have crowded the front yard of his residence. On the who is called the Christ?" Like Pilate
'spathe to Pad when on the streets,
laughing, shouting, Pertain, outskirts of the crowd we Nee a couple before the Jewish people, you must de• tribunal of Caesarea Phi- angling at the
In juvenile of men carrying between them one who cide the question in reference to Jesus.
mkt: "Almost! Almost thou delight at being,passersby,
set free from toil, and was sick of the palmy. "Oh," they say You must decide for Christ or against
me to bea Christian." All, the bookkeepers have balanced the ac- to each other, "if we can only bring
our Christ. And in bringing you up to this
g Agrippa was so near the counts, and,the Iron shutters
have been brother to Christ, be will cure him." question I cannot be far wrong in statof God that just one step pulled down, and the clerks have clos- I think, from reading between the
lines ing the? "thou art not far from the
would have placed the Roman ed their counters, and the cashiers have of this chapter, that the invalid him- kingdom of God."
the feet of Christ. Just one locked their safes, arid the delivery self did not care whether he saw Christ
But why talk so much about the
would have changed him wagons have ceased their rumbling, or not. He was too sick to care. His wonderful manifestations of the Holy
pagan into a humble and re- and the wornout horses have been fed limbs hung limp and heavy. His eye- Spirit's power In reference to the world
follower of the Nazareoe. But and blanketed in their stalls, and the lids drooped; the eyes were glassy. His at large? Have not we seen that powrep was never taken. King street lamps have become as multitudi- skin was flabby and almost dead. But er manifested In our own church? Men
was "almost" persuaded to be nous as the visible stars of the heavens, because the Invalid was nine-tenths and women, can you sit stolidly in your
n, but his "almost" never the tired merchant works on. The dead that made no difference to *the pews when husbands and wives and
him Into safety and eternal wood in the fire place crackled and two friends. As they could not push children and young men and women
laughed. The flames leaped higher and through the crowds who were jostling are seeking Jesus Christ, while so
I am going to try to help some higher and sputtered more loudly as about the front door they climbed up many old people and middle aged peoto overcome that saddest of all the reports of the different departments to the roof of the house. They then let ple and young people are coming? God
l,almost." I am going to show recorded the business triumph of a down the ropes and pulled the sick man will never give you a better opportuyou that, like the scribe of my whole year. Stock had been taken, for up, bed and all. Then with their axes nity to seek him than just now. w m
Ith come to question Jesus, you the holiday goods were all sold. Every they broke open the roof and lowered you not come to the Saviour now?
far from the ktegtiom of God," promissory note had been met. There the sick man down through the roof to
The last time Dwight L. Moody ever
also going to show you that was plenty of money In the bank to the feet of the Saviour, who, seeing preached was at a great series of meet!most" saved and yet not saved clear away the remaining debit sides of their faith, said unto the sick of the Inge being held In Convention hall,
e lost completely and utterly lost. the ledger.
palsy, "Son,`thy sins be forgiven thee." Kansas City. Suddenly he broke down,
much as were the poor fellows
And tie arose. The icrize muscles stiff- and the doctors told him he must stop
What Mull It Profit a Want
who 'Mire imprisoned a few years ago
ened. The eyes became alert. The work at once. They bundled the great
Was
not
that
the
0
rich
history,
Chilb 11111114ron hulk of the steamers burnblood agalu coursed rapidly through evangelist up and started him east for
ing at the wharfs of Hoboken, In New cago merchant, of the find results of the clogged arteries, lie walked; yea, his Northfield home. But, though the
your
mathematical
calculations
on
the
YorItillarbor. Frantically they stood at
the sick men walked. He was healed doctors could silence his tongue, they
the homed portholes. Frantically they Saturday night of the second week in by being placed, a hopeless, helpless could not keep still his pen. When
last
January?
But
what
about
the
secMdied forth their arms through the
Invalid, at tlie feet of Jesus Christ,
they carried him to Northfield, wit;
ireergratings. The could see the blue ond calculation you made that ImporSickness has been a spiritual bless- his weak fingers he wrote out a teletant
night?
As
you
sat
there
in
your
leatles of the hartmr. They could hear
easy armchair you began to dream ing to you, 0 man, as the palsy was to gram to his Kansas City friends who
the calls of the would be rescuers hard
the invalid of old. It has placed you were carrying on the meetings in his
at'Mirk. But they were lout, entirely about the past. You began to wonder almost within touch of our Saviour stead. His telegram ;went something
if
all
this
endless
struggle
for
a
world1014,1bough there was "only one step"
ly success really paid. As you dreamed and King. For years and years you like this: "Mr. So-and-so, Kansas City:
Wein= them and perfect safety.
you thought of the many nights when. did not know what a pain meant. Have reached home safely. Regret exAdisraataise
of a Chrtattaa Bosse.
•
unable to sleep, you had tossed about When you beard people complaining ceedingly being forced to leave. Had
Ahtiest saved: Yes. you are. Bow
your hot pillow and thought how the about their invalidism you had no sym- I been with you tonight I wouki have
de I know it? I learn bow near you business
world was trying to drive you paths. You would petulantly say: preached on 'Thou art not far from
have come to salvation as I look at the to
the financial wall, even as some man 'Nine-tenths of these so called invalids the kingdom of God.' My prayer is
entries on those white pages sewed bewith the de:1th marks upon his cheek in are mere hypochondriacs. If men and that many may be led into the kingtween the Old and the New Testaments
his old age may be fleeced of his all. women would only get up and stop dom under Mr. Torrey'e preaching."
of the family Bible. By this record of You thought how
your very best mo- their complaining and stop dosing Oh, my friends, the redeemed lips of
the family births and deaths I find tIves had
al yaps been impugned. And themselves with medicines they would the sainted evangelist lire pleading
Ar sure intlichtions of some form of stomach
your father Was a Christian. Your
then, strange to say, instead of gloating be all right." When a minister in with you from this text in this service
bilion.nucss er a bacl liver. !if dar,a u-ifl
t:
mother was a I 'hristlau. Your sisters
That
today.
same
divine
which
power
church
would preach from the text.
over your past financial success as the
mixt overtake you,
rii!„ it, nbt .,,,joye all,
and brothers Were all Christians. I fire flickered Omer and lower an un- -Thou fool, this night thy soul shall brought thousands and tens of thoudon'ttake calomel or quinine--born arc dan&oeeos
inbo,that•your parents reconsecrstsinners
sands
of
to
the
fountain
of
be
required of thee," you would settle
seen
made you write upon a
lc& lives for God's service when broad power
sheet of white paper thin prob- hack in your seat and smile. You eternal life is pleading with you to
you before the sacred altar lem. "What shall
it profit a man if he would say to yourself: "Perhaps. Per- come to Christ, even now while great
day you were baptized. It is a shall gain the whole world and lose his haps not. My ancestors were all long multitudes are seeking him. Like
has all their virtuos—nono of thetali ved. I
be also:, Then King Agrippa, are you going to he
matter for you to become a own soul?" And
as you studied that
deadly ffect.s. NERBINE taken
with such a family history. problem you were compelled to write you would coniplacently pat your chest "almost persuaded" and lost? Or like
reglilar!y ri 11 foreatoll headaches,put
true," says some young man to after it a word of seven letters. You as you expended your lungs three or Paul, the "chief of shiners," are you
the digestive iiimuiee in perfect conditi was born in a Christian home. wrote that one word in letters of fire. four inches, end you would say: "Well, to be coronated and to have a seat uption, heed off hilioutness, headaches,
very
however,
very,
but
near,
on
a throne in heaven with Jesus
net
liver ills, keep you in good health.
"Nothing." "Nothing" "Nothing." Am my ancemtora never had a finer breathWhy,
kingdom
God.
of
illess the
I wrong, 0 financial magnate, In stat- ing apparatus than I have. Perhaps I Christ?
TRY IT YO-DAY.
I know of a land where the streets are
I left my Christian home I seem- ing today "thou Alit not far from the shall die tonight. Perhaps not."
Detec.
aved
121 D—maists.
seven
/Ili fie be possessed not with
But two years ago there came that
kingdom of Godr
witph
e things which we meant to
but, seventy times seven devils.
sudden
attack
of
illness.
achieve.
It came alMy hearers may think I have overSnld by Ray (111 Fowler.
lie sooner did I leave home and go drawn the picture in asserting that most without any warning at all. You It is walled with the money we meant to
away from mother and father than I worldly success from a mere selfish remember how your cheek became as
And h
tltevepls
ea
aveed
u
for which we grieve.
a
into a life of dissipation. I standpoint never pays, and
that only white as that of a corpse and your lips The kind words unspoken, the promisee
gambled. I blasphemed. I did
turned
broken
blue and cold. You remember
the Christ life is the happy life. Weil,
everrhing I ought not to have done, then, to
& coveted boon
illustrate whether mere earth- how that pneumonia stabbed at your Are
rednsdtomanY
away in that land somewhere—
TIME CARD.
left undone evcrything I ought ly success is a ouitisfying success
Effective April 13th.
or lungs, or how that typhoid made you
The land of "Pretty Boon."
NORTH.
Illeire done. It is said that when the reverse let me read to
BOoTH.
sink so low that for weeks and weeks
you
a
Louis
No
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St
Express
9 60 a m No 61 St Louis Express
There are uncut jewels of possible fame
chum was fighting against the eulogy
5-18 pm
delivered lately in reference to you hovered between life and death. AnLIllganthyerae naotted ainndth
N
o
54
St
Louis
Fast
Mail....9:47
pin No 68 St Louie Past /Kan....6:40
wendyusatim
be was entrapped by his ene- that Warwick
a
No 92 Chicago and New
American statesman- You remember how asthma choked yen
of
No
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Chicago and New
In the desert sands. His thirst ship, that president maker,
Orleans Limited
Covered with mold and rust.
610 am
Marcus A. until It seemed` as though yob would
Orleans Limited
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so great that he offered his Hamm
Ana, oh! this place, while It seems so man No 66 Hopkinsville Acoom .8:46 pm No 56 HopkiiiiTWe
In the memorial meeting held go mad with the agony. Aye. that sick- TI
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get
e n;
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Nos
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Louis
for
all
ness
made
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changed
of
points
you
a
man.
Weld.
In the senate chamber a short time ago
thaose
never
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far
hi his birthright for a mess of
there—
south as Erin
Senator &lett. Senator Hannes inti- When the minister now announces the
and for Louisville,Cincinnati and the'east.
But no gather had LysiThe
land
of
"Pretty
Soon."
Lute,
text,
twelfth
chapter
and twenmate friend, arose and spoke these
Nos. 68 and 56 make direct connection at Guthrie for
slaked his thirst than he cried:
Louisville,
verse,
"Thou fool, this night thy The road that Made to this mystic land
Oh
words: "Mr. President, I shall never tieth
3innati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 58 arid
me, AVM for such a forget one early morning when
55 also oonneet
I. strewn with pitiful wrecks,
for Memphis awl way points.
Senator soul shall be reqt4red of thee," you do
gratification should have
Hanna handed me a New York paper not flippantly ea?! "Perhaps. Perhaps And the ships that have solisd*from
No.22 runs through te Chicago and will not earry_passengers
to points
shiningstrand
arose a kingdoms: Though I
south of Evansville,also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
containing a cartoon of himself, pictured not." You know it is not out of the
skeletonS eBar n thee tucks.
ia *a Carignan
arssight
No.
RI
through
sleepers
to
Atlanta,
Macon,
as a huge mounter, dad in a suit coy- range of possibilities that this night' It is farther•
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irgi and Tampa,Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects at
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OPENING FEATORES'imPumuci "GOLDEN
E" JONES, TOLER'S
FAMOUSIMPOR, PASSES Att

Macedonia, Ky,Juiy 15.—Messrs.
Jena Roberts and Ezel White. of
Williams Station, Monroe county,
I have associated with me
in the
Tenn.. arrived her July 6, and are
practice of medicine Dr.
W.
H.
ARE
MRS.
visiting friends and relatirts. They'
NATION AND Ketchum,
of Lisbon, Ohio, and
.a I
CUTHRIS DERBY.
report crops in excellent condition in
graduate of the Cleveland
Homoeotheir section.
pathic Medical College.
As Dr. I
Ephraim Hopper and sister have
Ketchum is an entire stranger
to our
returned from Temple, Tex.
Fair Will Open Tuesday July community, I feel that
it ie due him Dies of Complication of DisSella
Mrs.
Stovall and her little
to say that he brings strong
19 and Continues
recotneases After Two Weeks'
little daughter, Cordelia, will return
mendations from good men,
Five Days.
both as
next Thursday to Williams, CaliforIllness. .
to moral character and profes
sional
nia. They have been visiting their
ability. As to the character ot
these
former home and friends and relaThe Guthrie Fair opens next Tues- recommendations I do not think it
tives in the vicinity of Crofton Mrs.
(Special to New Era)
day, July 19, and will continue dur improper to give a sample. Dr. Cliff
Stovall reports abundant harvests 'n
TOLE
Ellis,
DO,0., July 18.—Sanwel L.
of
Clevel
and,
ing the week. The features for the
0., surgeou to
California.
opening day will be Carrie Nation, Cleveland City Hospital, says: "Dr. Jones,"the golden rule mayor," died
Mr. Frank Cautrill is very low
the famous saloon smasher, and her Ketchum is perfectly free from any at his home last evening at 6:07
from consumption.
lecture, which will be delivered from and all vicious habits; he is indus- o'clock as the result of a complicaMiss Mettle Shepherd is on the
the grandstand, and the Guthrie trious and studious to tbe extreme tion of diseases. The immediate
sick list. Bilious fever is her trouderby, the great running race, one and from what I can learn is well cause of his death was an &beasts on
ble.
his lungs. The mayor qui Gutter
mile. All the free attractions will fitted for the place."
ed
Miss Maud and Mrs. Fowler are
for
years from asthma and this was
The
following letter speaks for itbe given in full that day and the
visiting their sisters, Mrs. Fannie
the primary cause qf hiejatal
Death Inds Sufferings of Murphy
event will be inaugurated with a **elf:
and Mrs Nanie Neisom, of
The death of kitiilr Jones has
Li.bon
,
rush.
0.,
June
The
management say that
9, '04
Mrs.Sarah E. West.
this place.
caused the greatest sorrow all over
when the people who come the fist J. A. Young,Jr., Ass't. Cashier of
The long wanted good rains have
the city. Although many did
City Bank, Hopkinsville, Ky.
day go home and tell their friend
(From Thursday's Daily.)
not
at last visited Macedonia.
what a wonderful exhibition they Dear Sir:—In reply t) your inquiry believe in his ideas on sociological elected mayor of
Mrs. Sarah E. West, the mother of
Toledo.
Rev. Henry Jordan failed to fill
saw, it will be all over but the shout. of June 2nd, iii regard to Dr. Ketch- problems, everybody loved and reDr. Edgar West, died today about
The mayor was taken ill two weeks
his appointment Sunday at Fowler's
um, I beg to say that I have some spected him. His one great stronglug.
noon at her home six miles from the
ago last Tuesday and for the last
School House.
knowl
edge of this party, personally, hold with the people of Toledo was fortycity. Her death was due to the ravThe fair at Guthrie will be in all
eight hours previous to his
Dr. I). M. White and others, of
ages of an internal cancer from which
essential respects the same as will and have also made some inquiries his honesty. He was four times death was in a comat
ose condition.
Horace, will attend the Eddyville
be given at Madisonville and Evans- of other parties. I can recommend
she had been a great sufferer and
camp-meeting, which begins July 14.
of the western counties, but tobacwhich had rendered her an invalid
ville and the people will get the full him as being perfectly honest and as
Crop Report.
'Nada Cline, the little daughter of
co looks quite promising generally.
for the last year or more. Mrs. West
worth of their money. All children being a hard and enthusiastic worker.
Charles Cline of this place is having
Yours very truly,
Corn has advanced well. The early
was about sixty-one years of age.
under fifteen will be admitted free
The weekly summary of crop conchills.
planti
W. L. Armstrong,
ng has been laid by in good
She was a devout and consistent
the first day, Tuesday. The night
ditions in Kentucky is as follows:
Mr. Henry Lamb, of this place,
Ase't. Cashier Lisbon Banking Co.
condit
Christian and was greatly beloved
ion.
The crop is rather late,
show that will be given is a novelty
Abundant showers occurred during
went to Claxton Monday with a view
From this and other information
but it is vigorous and shows a good
for Guthrie but the management say
by all who knew her.
the
I
week
over the greater portion of
to working on the railroad.
when the crowd goes away the first believe that I can indorse Dr. Ketch
color.
At the time the New Era gee' to
- the state. Some local damage
was Oats
um
night,
to
and tells their neighbors about
my friends and the public as
has improved and is &boa*
press the funeral arrangements had
it, this will be one of the nicest fea- worthy of their confidence and sup- reeerted, but conditions were generready
for
harvesting.
nob been made, but the family
ally much improved. The tempe
tures of the week. No gambling or port.
JAMES A. YOUNG,
raHay cutting, as well as other Wan
thought it likely the services would
immoral devices of any character
ture was about normal throughout
work, has been delayed by rain.
take place tomorrow morning.
will be tolerated. Judge (livens has
the week.
redeemed his promises in this rePastures and meadows have
Venerable Mother of a HopWheat is all harvested, but threshspect the past two years and there is
proved quite decidedly.
Mrs. Holt Price and son, of Hop- ing was delaye
d by rain. In lotne
kInsvIlls Citizen.
no reason to doubt his word this kinsvi
lle, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
localities in the western part of the
year.
John Rudolph.
•
Mrs. Mary Fox, the wife of Isaiah
state it has been damaged in the
Completed at Last.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
A,
Barnett re- shook by the frequent
Fox, died Sunday at the family reelrains.
turned lest night from Adams,
rftloAY
Tenn. Tobacco
dense in Earlington. She was more
The new courthouse for Lava
has made a very rapid
Mr.
N.
A.
Barnett left today for growt
than seventy years of age and one of
h. There is some complaint of county, at Russellville, has at lama
Murray, Ky.
the widest known and most beloved
trenching in a few localities in some been completed. It cost 06,000.
and respected women of the county.
The deceased had resided in this
section for a number of years. She
was a faithful member of the Baptist church at Earlington and had
lived a beautiful Christian life. Her
good deeds were many and her
fri-nds were numbered by her acquaintances.
The &ceased leaves besides her
husband three children as follows:
J. Hampton Fox, of Hopkiusville,
aid Frank Fox and Mrs. J. W. Twymile, of Earlington.
•
4
310
•
,
•
11
)•
1903i1111
The funeral occurred yesterday at
.
***********
•
•
the home, with burial at Grapevine
•
cemetery.—Madisonville Hustler.
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A r ersonal friend of Judge Alton And guaranteee all Drugs
B. Parker explains the telegram to to be the Purest
and
Mr. Sheehan by saying that Judi.e Fres
hest.
Parke* had no Intimation of the subComplete stock Squibbs',
ject matter of the National Demoflerc
k's, Upjohns, Parke,
cratic platform until after lie had
Beautiful Sheer
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chusetts, a leading Populist, said at
St. Louis last night that a national
(ionfereuce'of Bryan's friends would
be called within the next thirty days
to discuss the political situation.
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at
front
the river near this city where it
had
been brought by the swift current.
.
Very ugly rumors are now in
'
`
I
culation ar, to the cause of the suicide. The ill health theory has been
'abandoned, but people in a position
to speak will not say a word.
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Payne's
BODII RECOVERED. Remedies

by jumping into the river
Great Concessions day
Lewisport was today recovered

For
Mid-Summer
We have just received
a new lot of

LET US COMPOUND
YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS!

Senator Fairbanks is now the
president's guest at Sagamore Hill.
Prior to his arrival a eovierence in
which the campaign plan was discussed was held by President Rooseve.t. Treasurer Cornelius Bliss and
Chairman Cortelyou.

Lawns,
Swims,
•
White Goods,
Percales, Ginghams
Hosiery, Gloves,
(Special to New Era.)
and Towels,
OWENSBORO, Ky., July 14.—The
JUST ARRIVED body of Miss Clara
Toler, the beautiBought at
ful young girl who *wielded yesterand you get
the benefit.

New Arrivals!

Regular $118 Grade,
Special Price for this weeh.
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$5.00

J. II. Andcrson & C
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